Reflections on the UMNO
General Assembly
More than Dr Mahathir's succession is at stake

by Khoo Boo Teik

g

he 1987 UMNO General Assembly saw
the fiercest electoral
contest in UMNO' s then 41year history. On 24 April,
Prime Minister Dr Mahathir
Mohamad barely survived
Tengku Razaleigh Hamzah
and Musa Hitam's joint challenge.

There was no comparable
challenge to Dr Mahathir's
presidency at the UMNO
General Assembly which
ended on Sunday, 19 June,
1998. Officially no election
was scheduled. Yet so many
things about this year's assembly should remind us of
the circumstances and
manoeuvres that surrounded
24April1987.

Economic
mismanagement'
1

In 1985-86, the economy was
in recession. Economic hardship caused many, in and out
of UMNO, to accuse Dr
Mahathir
(and
Daim
Zainuddin) of ruining the
country with disastrous policies (notably HICOM'sheavy
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industrialization), 'mammoth
projects' (for instance,
Dayabumi), and cronyism
(favouring big Malay c;orporations). DrMahathirwasalso
criticized for damaging
Malaysia's foreign investment
climate by his anti-Western
outbursts, following the collapse of commodity prices
and the G-7's manipulation of
the yen-USD exchange rate.

Just before the recent UMNO On the eve of the Pemuda and
assembly, the present eco- Wanita assembly, Dr Mahathir
nomic downturn showed commenced his counter-atsigns of producing another tack. Unapologetically, he
political crisis-- perhaps not categorised all bumiputera
this year, but next. Pemuda who received governement
UMNO, led by Anwar assistance as his cronies- 'six
Ibrahim's ally, Ahmad Zahid million' of them, he proudly
Hamidi, gave notice that it noted. After that, all kinds of
would initiate a debate on people, big and small, busi'cronyism and nepotism'. In nessmen and politicians, were
other words, it would risk a not unhappy to be called 'cropublic criticism of Dr nies'. Unwilling to appear like
Now, when the economy faces Mahathir.
kacang lupaJam kulit, they were
recession once more, many, in
relieved that Dr Mahathir had
and out of Malaysia, charge In the background, once more, made 'cronyism' respectable.
that Dr Mahathir has misman- DrMahathir's supposed bullaged the economy with his headedness, autocratic ways, That was not all. In 1987, Dr
'overheating' policies, 'mega and 'denial syndrome' had Mahathir had declassified
projects', and 'cronyism, been contrasted with Anwar tender documents to prove
nepotism, and lack of trans- Ibrahim's assumed flexibility, that his foes were party to
parency'. He stands accused, consultative style and open- Cabinet decisions on the
'mammoth projects'. This
too, of exacerbating the 'loss ness.
time, at the main assembly, he
of investor confidence' by
Who's who
released lists of people who
ceaselessly attacking Western
In crony country
had gained from privatised
currency traders and speculaBut Zahid turned out to be projects and share allocations
tors.
little more than 'a young bull to demonstrate that his curwhich couldn't recognize a ti- rent critics were also his 'croA rumour of crisis
nies'.
ger'. His move backfired.
When the economic crisis of
the mid-1980s developed into
a political crisis, part of the
intra-UMNO battle was
fought over Dr Mahathir's
supposed vices, and his antagonists' presumed virtues. It
would be awkward to list all
of them here. Briefly, Dr
Maha thir made no bones
about being blunt, uncompromising, and listening to no
one. Musa was said to be cultivated, liberal, and tuned to
the grassroots. 'Ku Li' was reportedly congenial, efficient, On display: Ust; of f'tOf'le who Jtnd gained from privatised pro1ects
and friendly to business.
and share allCJaltions.
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Smile if you can

UMNO presidency to Anwar aired those differences. But
in 1999, remain as Prime Min- the 'market' has been buzzing
Whether Zahid can 'still ister to see the country enter over them for almost a year.
smile' after that qnly Zahid the new millenium, and retire.
Market maHers
can say. Whether Anwar can
smile at all only time will tell. That scenario became un- Speaking crudely, there is no
thinkable when the East Asian love lost between the '2Ms' Anwar toppled Ghafar Baba financial crisis broke out in Mahathir and the Market.
from the UMNO Deputy July 1997. Dr Mahathir simply
President's post in 1993 only would not depart under the From Dr Mahathir's point of
to put himself in a double- shadow of an economic mess. view, the 1980s' collapse of the
edged position. On the one Or, as he put it, the leadership commodity markets wreaked
hand, he had become Dr of the country will see a 'tran- havoc on the Malaysian
Mahathir's successor, and sition' only·when the crisis is economy. The BMF scandal
could take over, 'if for some overcome.
had a connection to the
reason I should suddenly
shakeout in the Hong Kong
drop dead', as Dr Mahathir So, the crisis now lies at the property market that occurred
said. On the other hand,
when UK and China agreed a
Anwar had to behave like a
date for 'Hong Kong's return'.
'son' to Dr Mahathir lest the
The G-7's intervention in the
latter suspected him of disforex market in 1985 increased
the burden of Malaysia's yenloyal intentions.
denominated loans. And
Anwar's predicament was not
Bank Negara lost billions of
eased by speculation (mostly
ringgit during the George
in the foreign press) that his
Sores-led attack on sterling in
'boys' were eager to get their
1992.
share of the plums before they
were all privatised away.
Is that why Dr Mahathir abSome said that the 'boys'
solutely blames the East Asian
would force the 'son' to chal- Dr. Mahat!Jir siTid !te was young compared currency crisis of 1997 on the
lenge the 'father' before it was to Deng Xiaoping!
instability of the global forex
'too late'.
market, the greed of foreign
heart of the question of Dr speculators, and Sores's 'moOn his part, Dr Mahathir re- Mahathir's succession. The ronic' and 'roguish' conduct?
marked that he was young reason is not the 'son's impa'compared to Deng Xiaoping'! tience' or the 'father's obsti- From the Market's point of
He refused to give a timetable nacy'. Rather, perhaps for the view, Dr Mahathir failed to
for his retirement, saying he first time, the Maha thir- practise the thrift he preached.
did not want to be reduced to Anwar differences that people Money that was gained from
alameduck.
have talked about for years years of growth was plowed
may come to a head - just as into loss-making 'pet projects'
East Asian crisis
the Mahathir-Musa differ- or unproductive 'mega
Even so, it was possible, be- ences became insoluble under projects' -- Perwaja, KLIA,
Bakun, Twin Towers, Sukom,
fore July 1997, to place a small recession in 1986-87.
KL
Tower, Linear City, etc.
bet that Dr Mahathir would
voluntarily hand over the The UMNO assembly scarcely Hence, Privatisation and MaAli ran Monthly July 1998: 18(6) Page 5

laysia Inc. became synonymous with 'cronyism' and
'lack of transparency' which
benefitted huge corporations
close to Dr Mahathir.

tably, wondered if this 'man of
letters' could count when it
cow1ted. Since July 1997, however, the market and the 'international community' have
warmed up to him.

Is that why the Market and
George Soros warned that Dr Anwar, they perceived, could
Mahathir had become a 'men- take tough confidence-building measures, like trimming
ace to his own country'?
the budget and imposing ausDr Mahathir's immediate at- terity measures. Anwar, they
tempts to curb speculation heard, said the right kinds of
and short-selling -- in ringgit things, such as good goverand shares- triggered a capi- nance, transparency and retal flight. Later, he rescued his form.
party's commercial interests
(Renong and UEM), his son's Soon they were precorporate
flagship pared to gamble that
(Konsortium Perkapalan), Anwar was poles
and some businesses he had apart from Dr
long considered strategic Mahathir, and not
(MAS and Perwaja).
just in the books they
read. They observed,
Tn response, the flight became for example, that Dr
a strike. Mr M(oneybags), or Maha thir blamed
the foreign fund manager, foreigners,
but
would not put his cash back Anwar criticised doto work in Malaysia Inc. if Dr mestic weaknesses. Dr
M cannot be disciplined. Mahathir bailed out compaThus, the ringgit remains de- nies, Anwar planned to discivalued, the shares deflated, pline them. Dr Mahathir listhe investors low in confi- tened to no one, Anwar
dence, and the market limp in heeded the advice of competent technocrats. And Dr
trading.
Mahathir
and Anwar differed
Pressure
over interest rates.
from the press
The foreign press, which
voiced 'market opinion',
made endless comparisons of
that sort. The market initially
complained that it was receiving 'conflicting signals' from
When Anwar became Minis- the two leaders. By and b)~ the
ter of Finance, some market market and the press thought
people, privately and unchari- that Anwar seemed like the

Such was the profitless standoff that cried for a strikebreaker. And, wittingly or unwittingly, Anwar was cast in
that role.
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kind of guy to do business
with. Dr Mahathir only
looked more and more like
Suharto to them.
In turn, Dr Mahathir lambasted the Western press for
trying to force hrm out of office. Even this was not new.
Back in 1987, he had made a
similar accusation. But don't
take Dr Mahathir's word for
it. Read, for instance, Time,
and Asian Wall Street Journal.
They give enough sugges-

tions that Dr ~1ahathir should
step aside for Anwar - preferablY ':tr.r.
1

UMNO futures
Market'

Of course, that is not going to

happen now.
The assembly is over. Dr
Mahathir came out on top, as
he had been used to doing for
as long as anyone cared to remember. Anwar led a chorus
of support for his president,
even though someone
thought he could give •30 Reasons' why Anwar would not
become premier. (Incidentally,

that recalls an earlier book that From that point of view,
ran down Musa prior to 24 UMNO watchers, in and out
April 1987.)
of Malaysia, might consider
the UMNO assembly this year
A few days after the assemblJ" to be a minor dress rehearsal
Dr Mahathir appointed Daim for what may happen next
as Minister of Special Func- year. That is, if both Dr
tions (for economic develop- Mahathir and Anwar are unment), or 'economic czar', as able to control that factionalthe foreign press put it. Dr ism.
Mahathir declared that he has
Back to the future
'full controL of the economy',
which the market interpreted The average Malaysian who
as reducing Anwar's influence has no insider information
in financial and economic would be ill-advised to play
matters.
the 'UMNO futures market'.
~

All tl1at has not prevented
UMNO watchers from speculating about Anwar's real intent in the party election of
1999. But who really knows
how long more Dr Maha thir
will remain in power? Who
really knows what Anwar's
prospects of becoming premier are? Who can tell us now
who will ally with whom to
contest which position(s) in
1999?
In a sense, these are not new
questions, either for UMNO or
anyone else. In different
forms, these questions have
been raised again and again
because factionalism has become a part of UMNO's 'way
of life'. Just think of Harun
Idris and the hunt for
UMNO's 'communists' in
1976, the Musa-Razaleigh
battles of 1981 and 1984, Team
A v. Team B in 1987-88,
'UMNO Baru' and Semangat
46, and Anwar v. Ghafar in
1993.

Instead he or she should focus on a different 'future',
about which the UMNO assernbly, ironically, had little to
say: That is the future of Malaysian society.

deep trouble. The market
finds Malaysia Inc. unacceptable. Hardly anyone wants to
talk about Wawasan 2020.
There is contraction instead of
growtl-t. The trickle-down will
come in unemployment, reduced income and spreading
poverty.
There is no easy way out of
this jam. Contrary to what individuals promise, the solutions will not come simply
from one man's vision or another man's brain. The solutions will not come only from
a government that admits no
mistakes, or a market that admits no failures, or media
which sees it fit only to voice
'government policy', or 'market opinion', or the 'Washington-IMP consensus'.

Most of us sense
-- and not less
correctly than
Most of us have no
so-called exsolutions beyond
perts- that we
trying, in our modare in a jam. Beest daily lives, to
fore the 'East
limit the injuries
Asian meltthrust upon us. But
down', our ecowe could begin by
going back to funnomic develop- Daim : Mi11ister cif Special
ment
was Functions or Econmnic Czar?
damentals.
guided
by
Wawasan 2020, managed by Since the UMNO assembly
Malaysialnc., and dominated neglected to raise, we should
by the tokoh korporat. The high ask: What kind of Malaysian
growth we achieved trickled society should emerge that is
down so that most Malaysians neither beholden to 'political
did improve their standard of business' at home, nor captive
living (leaving largely foreign to a global economic system
labour to form the poor in our which has shown itself, like
society).
money, to be without 'heart,
soul, conscience or horneToday, the tokoh korporat are in land'? 0
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Uphold Cause of Justice
Groups exhort Federal Court to protect freedom of expression
e (the organisations and
parties named below) are
concerned about the implications of the sentence
of 36 months' imprisonment imposed by the Court of Appeal
against Lim Guan Eng on 1 April

1998.
The most glaring corollary of the
Court of Appeal's decision is that
the right to freedom of speech and
expression in Malaysia is severely
restricted. When Lim Guan Eng
wrote mangsn dipenjarnknn,
penjenayah bebns (victim imprisoned, criminal free), he was reflecting on the fact that the underage
girl with whom Rahim Tamby
Chik had sexual intercourse was
detained by the police and that
Rahim was free, Lim merely exercised his right to freedom of speech
and expression - as a citizen of
Malaysia and in the course of performing his duty as a Member of
Parliilmcnt - by highlighting this
irony.
By
allowing
the
prosecution's cross-appeal and enhancing the sentences against Lim
Guan Eng, the Court of Appeal has
virtually removed the Malaysian
Peoples' right to freedom of speech
and expression. lf even a Member
of Parliament cannot exercise his
right to freedom of speech and expression, then who can?
The Court of Appeal's decision
also ignores the fact that the underage girl involved in the sex scandal with Rahim had given sworn
testimony in a Court of Law that
he had sexual intercourse with her.
The girl's testimony implies that
Rahim may have committed statutory rape; however, it seems no rea I
investigations have been carried

out and no action has been taken
against him. What message is the
Court of Appeal sending to our
country's women and children?
Not only is our right to freedom of
speech and expression threatened,
the women's and children's right
to security of person is also
jeopardised.

to remove the opposition from Parliament.

We call for the repeal of oppressive
statutes such as the Printmg
Presses and Publications Act 1984,
and the Sedition Act 1948. We demand that the Attorney-General either carry out his duties impartially- without fear or favour- or
This case also raises serious doubts resign from that position if he is
about the impartiality of the Attor- unable to perform his duties imney-General. First, he decided not partially. We exhort the Federal
to prosecute Rahim although 14 Court to protect and restore the
other men who had sexual inter- right to freedom of speech and excourse with the same underage girl pression in Malaysia, to respect the
were prosecuted on the basis of her rights of women and children, to
evidence. Then, the Attorney-Gen- preserve the independence of the
eral decided to prosecute Lim judiciary and to uphold the cause
Guan Eng for allegedly publishing of justice. 0
12 June 1998
false news and making seditious
remarks although others were afforded the right to freedom of
speech and expression - including
Endoned by 23 organisatiOns :
•Alaigal • Aliran • AU Women's
Marina Mahathir who made scathAd:ion Sodety (AWAM> • Angkat·
ing attacks against the administraan Bella Islam Malaysia (ABIM)
tion of juc;tice in a national news•Centre for Orang AsJi Conmms
paper. Why was Lim Guan Eng's
(COAO •Consumer Assoaation of
SiWah (CAS) • Col15UIIIft" AseociAright to freedom of speech and extion Of 1iiping <CAn • Educatioa
pression restricted by the Attorand ReleaJcll As!locUban b Conney-General? The blatant practice
sumer <ERA) • FEdetlltioaofMalayof selective prosecution by the Atsian Consumer Assooations
torney-General is an insult to the
(FOMCA) • Institute for Social
Analysis (lNSAN) •J&walaD-kua&
people's sense of justice.
LastlY- the independence of the judiciary is questionable in light of
the Court of Appeal's decision.
The sentence of36 months' imprisonment will disqualify Lim Guan
Eng, an opposition Member of Parliament, from his position in Parliament. This is not the first time
an opposition Member of Parliament has been disqualified from
Parliament because of a harsh sentence against him. Is the judicial
process of Malaysia being abused

Ali ron Monthly July 1998: 18{6) Page 8

Sokongan Penerob a.ndar (JSPB)
• Labour Resowce Cadft <l..RC)
• Malaysian Trades Union Ccqpess

(MTUC) • Parti lsluD s.w.laysla

<PAS) • Pam

RH~t

U.U.ysu

(PRM) • Perak Con5amer A!aJc:iation (PCA) •Selap Oillae ~
sembly Hall Youdl (5CAHY)

•Selangor.tr Fedl!al'fadolyConIIUJDI!r . . . . . . . . . . CSI'ICA)

eSoci-

ety for c:hrisMa R I • • s:IU
•Solidarit."n-U..........
(5TIM)

•Suaa....,......,...

(SUARAMl ·~ Wllp l'ldiwi
(SWP)

•Tm 3

,

Baseless ancl Uniustifiecl
Groups condemn curbs on freedom of assembly

g

he
organisations
present today stand together to express our
outrage and condemnation on the recent interventions
by the police in cancelling and
disrupting three very important
public meetings. They are the
gathering in support of Lim
Guan Eng, organised by the DAP
on 31 May 1998 at the Federal
Hotel, the meeting of opposition
political parties in Melaka on 2
June 1998, and the public forum
on the water crisis, organised by
FOMCA on 3 June 1998.

to express concerns democratically and peacefully.

them. Under the current situation, where the government has
called upon the people for assistance to rebuild the crumbling
economy, the government
should welcome public meetings
to discuss issues of public importance, be it the economic crisis,
the water crisis or justice itself,
as an important source of
input.O
9 June 1998

In fact it is the Barisan Nasional
government which has failed to
provide and conserve adequate
water supply for millions of residents. The same government has
allowed a Barisan Nasional state
chief minister, who had allegedly
committed statutory rape on a
15-year-old girl, to walk free
without even pressing charges
against him. But it has chosen to
imprison a politician who spoke
up against this injustice. rt is
these actions which are creating
These gatherings were called to situations where people are anJ
enable the Malaysian public to gry, frustrated and disgusted.
meet and discuss two issues of
utmost public importance- the People must be free to express
selective persecution of a Mem- themselves and engage in diaber of Parliament and the current logue and to release their frustrawater crisis affecting 1.6 million tions and tensions. Through this
residents of the Klang Valley. The process, ordinary citizens can
government's actions in prevent- seek solutions to their problems
ing these gatherings is not only collectively. This will ensure aca violation of the basic human countability and responsibility at
right of people to meet, it is also all levels and reduce the people's
a violation of Article 10 of the frustration and guarantee their
Federal Constitution, which security.
recognises the right to peaceful
We call on the government and
assembly.
the police to immediately stop 1
The assertion by the police that interfering in orderly and peacethese gatherings were a threat to ful public gatherings. The cur"national security" is totally rent economic situation has albaseless and unjustified. These ready caused much anxiety and
gatherings have been at all times hardship for a large portion of
peaceful; in no way have they society. The government should
threatened the security of the not make it worse by violating
nation. Many Malaysians found the right of the people to meet
these gatherings to be a platform and to discuss issues affecting

Ali ran Monthly July 1998: 18(6) Poge 9

Endorsed by 29 orgarusations :
• Alaigal • Aliran • All Women Action Society Malaysia (AWAM)
• Angkatan Selia Islam Malaysia
(A8lM) •Centre for Orang Asll
Concerns (COAC) •Community
DevelopmentCentre (COO • Consumer Association ofTaiping <CATI
• Democratic Action Party (DAP)
• ERA Consumer • Federation of
Malaysian Consumer Associations

<FOMCA> • Jawatimkuasa Sokongan Peneroka 8andar (JSPB) • International Movement for a Just World
(JUST) •Institute of Sodal Analysis (INSAN) •Labour Resource
Centre <LRC) •Malaysian Trades
Union Congress (MTUC) • Nadi
Komunikasi
• Parti
Islam
SeMalaysia (PAS) • Parti Rakyat ~
Malaysia {PRM) • Perak Consumer ~
Aasociatin (PCA) • Persatuan
Sahabat W•nita (PSW) •Pusat I
Komunlbsi Masyarakat (KOMAS)
• SeJangor Chinese Assembly Hall 1
-Youth Section • Selangor and Federal Territory Consumer Associa·
tion (SFTCA) • Socialist Party
Malaysia • Protem Committee
• Solidaritas Thnor Thnur Malaysia
(STI'M) •Suara Rakyat Malaysia

<SUARAM) •Suara Warga Pertiwi
(SWP) •Tenaganita •Thollilaliyin

Tholar

-

Oppressive Attack
Judicial harassment of Special Rapporteur by Malaysian Courts
is a challenge to the whole United Nations system

g

he fifth meeting of
Special Rapporteurs/
Representatives/ Experts and Chairperson of
Working Groups of the Commission on Human Rights
and the Advisory Services
Programmes, held in Geneva
from 25 to 29 May 1998, expresses serious concern about
the judicial harassment meted
out
to
Mr
Param
Cumaraswamy, the Special
Rapporteur on the independence of judges and lawyers.

to the acts that are the subject
of the proceedings. Article Vl,
section 22 of the Convention on
Privileges and Immunities of
the United Nations lays down
that experts on mission enjoy
immunity from legal process of
every kind in "respect of words
spoken or written ... in the
course of the performance of
their mission." The meeting
welcomes the determination of
the Secretary-General, as already urged by the participants
at last year's meeting, that a dispute now exists betw·een the
United Nations and Malaysia,
within the meaning of Article
VIII, section 30 of the Conv~::n
tion.

tions as a whole, its officials and
its experts on mission, including the mechanisms established
by the Commission on Human
Rights, as approved by the Economic and Social Council.
They therefore respectfully request the Secretary-General to
take immediate and necessary
measures to have the dispute
promptly referred, pursuant to
Article VITI, section 30, to the
International Court of Justice
for conclusive disposition.

They request the Chairperson
of the Meeting to bring this
~lalement to the attention of the
Secretary-General, the High
Commissioner for Human
The participants consider that Rights, the Legal Counsel and
the Malaysian court decision to the Chairman of the Commispermit continuation of the pro- sion on Human Rights, and to
ceedings represents not only a make it public Q
legally indefensible and opPress Release
The participants were disap- pressive attack against Mr
United Nations
pointed that, despite the con- Cumaraswamy, but a challenge
9 June 1998
tinuous appeals during the to the status of the United Nacourse of the last year, the legal
proceedings involving a civil
action in the Malaysian courts
A dispute now exists between the
against Mr Cumaraswamy, had
United Nations and Malaysia,
not been terminated. Indeed,
the Malaysian High Court had
within the meaning of
V.,
ignored the assertion by the
section 30 of the Conventicw..
Secretary-General of the United
Nations of immunity attaching

Article
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Harcl· Pressed
Malaysian journalists should speak up for human rights
by Spiked

g

n October 1987, a major
English language daily,
The Star, lost its licence
in a nation-wide crackdown against dissent. The paper
was closed down following a
front-page report highlighting
the arrests of over 100 people
under the harsh Internal Security
Act (JSA), which allows for detention without trial.

promotes thinking and healthy
debate.
It is a channel that allows the
government and citizens to interact; the government using the
press to inform citizens of its
policy decisions and the citizens
using the press to provide feedback.

It also educates, entertains and
For months, journalists from this influences the way we live and
paper went without pay and behave towards each other as inpublic support. Many could not dividuals and as a corporate
make payments on their homes body of citizens.
and were forced to either leave
the profession or moonlight as
SICKLY PRESS?
taxi drivers and part-time oddjobbers.
The press is the beacon of human
rights in general, and of freedom
When the paper later got back its of expression in particular. The
licence, it was never quite the health of the press is an indication of the health of democracy
same again.
and its attendant liberties.
Last year, two journalists from
the New Straits Times were ar- How healthy then is the Malayrested under the Official Secrets sian press? Is it functioning fully
Act for reporting on a criminal as a tool of democracy in voicing
case that was pending police in- the opinion of the masses and the
vestigation. Incidents such as views of the government of the
these have led some people to day? Does it promote healthy
question the health of the Malay- debate concerning matters that
sian press today. What is the affect the rights and well-being
of the state and its individual citipress for in the first place?
zens? Or are the newspapers as
Ideally, the press exists to protect sickly as some people believe
and promote human dignity and them to be?
rights. It disseminates news and
information, provides a forum The Malaysian press is often
for the exchange of opinions, and afraid to speak the truth, says
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Raja Aziz Addn1se: Tht Malaysinn press
is oftm afraid to sptttk the truth.

National Human Rights Society
(HAKAM) president Raja Aziz
Addruse, a former Bar Council
chairman. He believes that, in
general, the hands of journalists
are tied and they are denied the
freedom of expression.
Poet laureate A. Samad Said
agrees. The press, he believes, is
not independent, being tightly
controlled by the state and corporate interests. "However, this
control can be broken if journalists are willing to test the waters,"
he says.
He reasons that they should keep
on writing to highlight abuses
against human dignity, to explore the limits. "journalists will
get nowhere if they build a wall
around themselves and lament
that they cannot write anything,"

he stresses.
Documentary-maker Mary
Maguire thinks that the Malaysian media exists in a deprived
state. What are we deprived of?
Freedom of expression, she says.
"The press here is powerless to
champion the cause of human
rights, which basically means the
right of an individual to express
himself," says the former Australian Broadcasting Corporation
journalist. "Given the constraints
(imposed by the government),
what can you write and how far
can you go?" she asks.

MEDIA FAILURE
Says Raja Aziz, the press has
been prohibited from analysing
important political and socioeconomic issues. "The papers are
quite content to furnish its readers with bare facts."
Those who criticise the press say
that the press is afraid to express
itself when its views do not run
in line with that of the government. The press is not objective
and impartial as it should be.
Says sociologist cum writer
Sharaad Kuttan: "One glaring
example is the failure of the media to report on the demonstration calling for the repeal of the
ISA, during the tenth year commemoration of Operasi Lalang."

Maguire states that the main flaw
of the press here is that it comes
under the direct supervision of
the Home and Information Ministries. "The constant threat of
having their licences revoked
and being throv.'n under the ISA
hangs above their heads," she
says. "A moderator, not a government body is needed to ensure
that things move smoothly," she
argues. Newspapers owned by
individuals connected to political parties have a tough time being fair in their reporting, she
notes.

racial harmony and threaten national security, he says. At the
1996 National Press Awards,
Mahathir pointed out that, unlike
Malaysia, "certain countries
hang their journalists for reporting on extremely sensitive issues".

With the prevailing constraints,
Sharaad agrees that the Malaysian media are not totally useless.
"The press has on numerous occasions exposed acts of human
rights abuses," he says. The article "44 Forgotten Convicts'' or
"Tahanan Limpalt Sultan" which
Some journalists go overboard in appeared in the New Straits
ingratiating themselves with par- Times on 14 September last year
ties whom they see as being in is a good example.
control of the papers. "Many
journalists are mere public rela- The report highlighted the plight
tions officers to the government. of 44 persons remanded in the
Some are bought over by politi- Kuching, Kota Kinabalu, Alor
cal leaders and powerful Star, Taiping, Kajang, Penang
organisations. They are only too and Johor Baru prisons, who had
willing to sing praises to enhance served terms longer than their
sentences. Some had gone betheir financial status."
yond the life sentence of 20 years.
Prime Minister Dr Mahathir "This only goes to shO\\' that
Mohamad points out there is no there are avenues m which the
such thing as absolute freedom. media can highlight human
Absolute freedom does not even rights violations," savs Sharaad.
exist in the West since the media
there are controlled by corporate He believes that the press is the
best channel to educate the pubinterests.
lic on human right!> infringeLikewise, we cannot expect total ments. "A media drh e will unfreedom in Malaysia nor should earth a problem, give public viswe yearn for it. Absolute freedom ibility to an ISSue and create pubmay well be abused to disrupt lic pressure that is necessary to
bring about the change,'' he says.

Journalists will get nowhere if
they build a wall around
themselves and lament that
they cannot write anything

RISKY
But, how many journalists are
willing to take the risks, asks
Maguire. "How many of them
are willing to lose their jobs by
reporting all sides of a story?"
This reluctance, 53} !l- Sharaad, is
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a sign of a sense of hopelessness According to Ramdass, the mass avenues of expression like the
that is affecting some joumalists. arrests at APCET 11 were re- Internet could be used by media
It is also an indication of igno- ported in major international workers to voice their opinions
ranee. ''The press is not aware magazines and gave immense and ideas. The explosion of inthat it can hold a government to publicity to East Timor. He formation brought about by the
its words," he says, adding that pointed out that the international Multimedia Super Corridor
Malaysia is part of an interna- communitywasdisgustedbythe would profoundly influence the
human rights and freedom of the
press, he says. "The only problem would be the emergence of
The press here is powerless to
the two tiers in society where we
champion the cause of human
have a completely informed public (those with access to the
rights, which basically means the
Internet) and the manipulated
right of an individual to express
media," says Sharaad.

himself.

tiona) system and subscribes to
the Universal Declaration ofHuman Rights.
Lawyer T. Ramdass points out
that Malaysia is championing
human rights on the international platform. He suggests that
these statements be given wide
publicity so that the leaders do
not back out on their promises.
The press must remember, he
says, that "there are no laws that
prohibit them from educating the
public on human rights violations."

Maguire is sceptical about this.
She points out that the second
Asia Pacific Conference on East
Ttmor, held in Kuala Lumpur in
1996, resulted in the mass arrests
of all those present at the meeting, including foreign journalists.

Although the Internet could be
an alternative path to express
atrocities
committed
by oneself, Maguire is afraid that the
Suharto's government.
government can still manoeuvre
the press. "Websites and chat
Sharaad agrees. He adds that sites could be removed without
people from different parts of the a trace like the pornographic
world were astounded by the website," she points out. She admass arrests, which reflected the mits, however, that there can be
attitude of the government to- no infiltration into a personal ewards human rights. Despite the mail account nor can the governarrests, the media, he is certain, ment censor on-line conversamust not stop reporting or tak- tions on the Internet.
ing part in human rights seminars. Sharaad feels that they The South-East Asian region has
must fight for their right to report witnessed some of the worst human rights violations in the
within the given system.
world. Sharaad believes that the
Fighting for the avenue to report formation of an ASEAN human
on sensitive human rights issues rights mechanism would enable
could be done through the union, media workers to write a little
says Samad Said. According to more freely.
him, collective action supported
by the union would make things A free press can be created only
if there is political will and pubeasier for the journalists.
lic concern. The lack of political
Although this could be the start- will can only be rectified by coning point, Maguire warns that it cerned individuals exerting presmight not achieve the desired sure on the government. 0
results as the president and chairmen of unions are basically
newspaper editors who practise
Spiked is the latest to join
self-censorship.
the ranks of disillusioned

APCET IT was convened to discuss the legality of Indonesian
President Suharto's army's annexation of East Timor and the
resulting killings of separatists
on the island. '1f Malaysia beHeves in the human rights declaration, would sucl1 an event oc- To overcome this problem,
cur?" asks McGuire.
Sharaad feels that independent
Aliran Monthly July 1998: 18(6) Page 13
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Malaysilln journalists

Say No to Indian &
Pakistani Bombs!
There will be no winners, only losers,
in a nuclear war on the Subcontinent
A synopsis of a talk by Dr Pervez Hoodbhoy
the minds of innocent children
on both sides of the border.
The Indian nuclear test of May 11 was the subject of a
talk at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology on
U May by Dr Hoodbhoy. He was introduced by Dr.
Abba Sur of The Alliance For A Secular And Democratic South Asia, and the event was sponsored by The
Alliance, the Pakistan Students Society at MIT, and
the MIT Programme In Science, Technology, and So-

ciety.
The talk on the India-Pakistan nuclear and missile race
had been oJisi.nally scheduled a month earlier; the near
coincidence with the Indian tests was purely accidental. Now that Pakistan has followed suit, the appeals
for restraint seem to have fallen on deaf ears. Nevertheless, the compelling argument presented in this
synopsis of Dr. Hoodbhoy's talk is relevant even in
the post test insane euphoric phase.

g

his is a unique gather- tion, the makers and promoters
ing here today at MlT, of weapons that kill by the milorganised jointly by In- lions, and the megalomaniacs
dians and Pakistanis. I who think that greatness comes
do not know of a similar event from the power to commit mass
anywhere else but can only hope murder.
that there will be many such others. Together we stand, joined in We stand in protest against the
sorrow, disbelief, shock, and an- ideologies of hate created and
ger a t yesterday's event.
promoted by our governments,
nurtured by the mass media and
We stand here to challenge the school textbooks, and remorsemerchants of hate and destruc- lessly hammered for decades into
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There cannot be any doubt that
a grave new situation has arisen
with yesterday's nuclear tests.
The tremors shall continue to
shake the subcontinent in the
years and decades ahead, and the
people of India and Pakistan
stand closer to the brink of disaster than ever before. Once the
euphoria passes, there will surely
be much to regret. But now we
are witnessing grotesque and obscene celebrations of the power
to destroy. Today the corks are
popping and the champagne is
flowing in Delhi. 'We will soon
bring Pakistan to its knees",
crows the president of the BJP,
Khushabau Thakre.
Barely a month ago, it was Pakistan that had been joyous after
the launch of the Ghauri missile.
Euphoric crowds had made their
pilgrimage to the Kahuta laboratory, and Pakistan's Foreign Minister, Gauhar Ayub, bragged
about having overtaken India in
missile development. It is hard to
imagine greater stupidity. In the
remainder of this talk, I shall address five key questions which
we must reflect upon in order to

see what lies ahead.

The Real Threat
is Internal
First, will Pakistan indeed be
"brought to its knees" by Indian
nuclear tests? The answer is
probably "yes" if the Pakistani
leadership reacts as Mr. Thakre
and his BJP gang would like it to,
and "no" if Pakistan acts cautiously and wisely. Should it fall
into the trap and test an atomic
device, the Muslim-haters of the
BJP will have the pleasure of seeing Pakistan destroyed economically as the rest of the world turns
the screws.
Certainly, interna tiona I sanctions
are bound to be imposed upon
India; these may cause it considerable pain but will not cause it
to collapse. But Pakistan is different. Sanctions will deal its
fragile, dependent, economy a
devastating, perhaps crippling,
blow and plunge the country into
a horrific state worse than that in
indonesia today. If Pakistan tries
to match India bomb for bomb,
missile for missile, and tank for
tank, it will shatter as certainly
as a glass vase dropped upon a
concrete floor.
At theriskofhaving to say "I told
you so", I will nevertheless repeat lhat ~aLl:! a~:tivC.b. in Pakistan have, for the last 15 years,
been ceaselessly urging their
government not to get into a
nuclear competition with India.
This is not a race that Pakistan
can ever win. That this was correct has now been proven beyond a shadow of doubt. We had
consistently argued that tlte real

threat to Pakistan is internal - low
rates of production coupled witlt an
excessive appetite for consumption,
religious and ethnic tensions, and an

education system which collapsed weeks is possible but, whether
years ago.
that happens or not, the fact will
I was therefore astonished - and
delighted- just a week ago when
General Jehangir Karamat, the
most powerful man in Pakistan,
came out with an amazing statement saying that Pakistan's
greatest challenge was not india
but its economy and internal
situation. Our "heresies" in years
past were now being repeated as
an Establishment truth! Will the
enlightenment survive the Indian tests? If it does, then there
is hope.

Do Nuclear Weapons
Make a Country
Secure ancl
a Superpower?

remain that Pakistan will now
move every muscle to have a
substantial nuclear arsenal and
delivery capability.
It is interesting to note that there
are quite a few people in the In-

dian establishment who dismiss
the possibility that Pakistan is
capable of nuclear weapons. In
pleading for nuclear restraint by
India with such people, many
people (including myself) have
been astonished by the certainty
of their belief. Numerous examples exist that illustrate the
willingness of Indian policy makers to engage in such self-deception. Until it was confirmed from
multiple sources and could be
denied no further, many in India
refused to believe thattheGhauri
had been launched -successfully.
It would be a tragic mistake for
India to think that Pakistan does
not, or will not soon be able to,
have operational atomic weapons.

Second, is India now a superpower? More secure after testing
nuclear weapons and embarking
on the path to inducting nuclear
weapons in its arsenal? With 400
million famished and deprived
people and rrtillions living on the
streets of Bombay and Calcutta,
it is simply fantasy to think that
Nuclear Weapons
India is now a superpower. It
are lvll
cannot become so even if it explodes 300 instead of 3 bombs. Of Third, does India have the
course, national security is the "right" to have nuclear weapons
formal reason given for the tests. given that there are five declared
nuclear weapons states in the
But I think that India has become world? The answer is NO!
far more insecure after having Nuclear weapons are evil, mass
tested. For one, China has been destroyers of human life, and
unnecessarily provoked. And, morally indefensible. No country
for another, Pakistan is in a state should possess them, and it is the
of deep alarm. Pakistan has long moral responsibility of the citihad a nuclear programme and, zens of every country to try and
quite probably, has nuclear prevent their country from ever
weapons. In the unlikely situa- possessing these horrible weaption that it does not have opera- ons. The United States, Russia,
tional weapons today, it surely China, Britain, France, and now
will in years to come after being India, must all be made to reso directly threatened by India. nounce their nuclear weapons.
A test in the next few days or Israel and Pakistan should be
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forced to give up
programmes as well.

their

But having said this, I think that
India and Pakistan have even less
"right" than the five nuclear
weapons states to possess these
weapons because the chances of
the weapons being used against
each other is very, very significant. It is foolish to idly debate
this when tens of millions stand
in very real danger of annihilation. Academic discussions of
"right'' and "wrong" can go on
endlessly, but this is a real, stark,
danger. People of conscience
from India and Pakistan must
speak out against nudt>Mic;ation
on the subcontinent.

Living In
a Fools Paradise

of fomenting an uprising by
Kashmiris against unpopular Indian rule. India retaliated by attacking across the international
border and a full-fledged war
erupted. In 1987, General
K.Sunderji initiated Operation
Brasstacks as a training exercise
for lndian forces but nearly precipitated a war which neither
side wanted, and was only narrowly averted. In May 1990, the
rise in temperature in Kashmir
led to furious Indian troop movements, which caused the Pakistanis to believe that an invasion
was imminent. Many Pakistanis
think that the Indians backed off
after Pakistan began loading
nuclear weapons on to F-16's
waiting at Chaklala Air Force
base near Rawalpindi. In fact
such an event probably never
occured, but the myth lives on.
There are probably many other
illustrations of faulty intelligence
and miscalculations leading to
confrontations and near-confrontations. We should all be exceedingly uncomfortable knowing
this.

Fourth, is an India-Pakistan
nuclear war just for alarmists?
Until something happens, there
will be no proof either way. Of
course, if it does happen, then to
debate this question would be
rather pointless. But in arguing
this matter, I find that there are
No Winners,
many people who think that the
Just Losers
chances of subcontinental
nuclear war are incredibly remote. Such people have chosen Fifth, and finally, what will be
to live in a fools paradise. It is, I immediate consequences of the
shall admit, quite unlikely that Indian bomb tests? Let us first
nuclear war will begin as the re- think of what will NOT change.
sult of serious strategic delibera- The militancy in Kashmir is not
tions by the Indian or Pakistani likely to be materially affected by
leadership. Far more likely is the nuclear tests; the horrific brunuclear war by miscalculation or talities will continue and wounds
accident, and the self-generating will continue to bleed. The BJP
dynamics of a crisis.
has nothing but the brutal fist of
iron to show, Pakistan will conLet's look at what history has to tinue to let militants use its territeach us. In 1965, General Ayub tory to launch cross-border atKhan provoked a war with India tacks, and Kashmiris will conafter he miscalculated India's re- tinue to die at the hands of both
sponse to Pakistani paratroopers the security forces and militants.
dropped in Kashmir with the aim The misery of Kashmiris caught
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in a proxy war will not decrease,
ordinary Indians and Pakistanis
will bear the costs of
militarisation and conflict, and
life will go on as usual.
What will change is economic
stability and growth in both
countries. India will suffer because of the sanctions imposed
upon it, and Pakistan because it
will almost certainly increase its
spending on defence. Above and
beyond everything else, we will
creep closer towards war. There
will be no winners, just losers.

Reason Must
Triumph
These are difficult times indeed.
The makers of war loudly bellow
their victory over those who ask
for peace. But reason favours us,
not them, and reason must ultimately triumph. Geography has
inextricably linked together our
destinies; the destruction of one
country cannot be without great
harm to the other. We recognise
that pure accident - not some
great grand design- caused us to
be born on opposite sides of the
borders and that conflict is futile.
Though our numbers may be
small at present, our mere presence today in this hall is sufficient
to tell the world - and ourselves
-that ultimately peace and co-operation shall triumph over war
and confrontation. 0

Dr. Pnvez Hootlblroy is
professor of physics 11t
•

Qu11id-e-Aum University ;, lsl11m11b11d 11"d
currntly visitmg f"'fessor 11t tire Urrh1ersity of
Mtnyltmd.

"What comes from the lips reaches the ear,
what comes from the heart reaches the heart" - Arab proverb

One fine clay at the Lancl
Office •••
by Paia n Singh ·

g

omething happened
on 27 May at the Land
Office in Cameron
Highlands that made me really think ...

to the Land Office in the afternoon. The cashier was at
his counter. I handed over the
Notice and payment of RM80
(the normal TOL fee).

(There is usually no charge for
initial notices to collect revenue. A charge is, however,
imposed if a notice has to be
issued in cases of non-payment within the stipulated peInstead of accepting them, the riods).
cashier took out another
cydo-styled pink form and The cashier really did not
mentioned something about know what to say nor did he
my having to pay an extra have a good explanation. So I
RM13 for a 'location plan'. I handed over the RM20 and he
checked with him whether I issued me a receipt and asked
had heard him correctly, and me to follow him inside to see
he repeated the same thing.
the officer.

A day earlier, 1 had received
a letter (computerised printout) dated 22 May from that
office. When I opened it, I was
surprised at the efficiency of
the Department concerned normally the renewal of Temporary Occupation Licence
for land (agricultural) or
houses never gets processed
until late in the year, the earli- Suddenly, he put away the
est being November or De- pink form and collected the
Notice and cash, which I had
cember.
placed on his desk. While doBut this was not the only sur- ing this, he said that I had to
prise in store for me. There go inside and see one of the
was some additional payment officers about the location
requested for "Notice" - an- plan.
other RM20. (The normal TOL
fee for housing is RM80 per When he realised I had only
year). I thought to myself this placed RM80 on the desk, he
could be a printing/typing told me that I had to pay an
mistake and I would get it rec- extra RM20 for ''Notice". I extified on the day of payment. claimed, "Notice for what?!"
The letter requested payment I was not making a late payment - the payment was for
within 30 days.
1998- and even quit rent payI decided not to wait but to ments could be made anytime
make payment promptly. So before 31 May without any
on the following day, I went extra charges being imposed.
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When I walked inside
through an adjacent door, I
noticed the cashier handing
over the ''Notice" to a lady
whose desk was outside the
officer's room. They were
muttering something which
was unclear to me and gesturing towards the door. When I
asked the lady what was going on, instead of replying,
she asked me to remain outside.
She then entered the officer's
room to check if there were
any other visitors around. She
came out immediately and informed me that there was
someone inside. She asked

me to wait and left me standing around for about ten minutes. As the visitor was about
to leave, she rushed in again
before I could enter and repeated the same muttering
exercise again - trying to explain the reason for my presence.

lie by sticking to the old rates.
We were not asking for a reduction or a discount but for
an understanding of the consumers' plight. He did not
seem too bothered about that
but kept smiling blankly maybe it was beyond his understanding.

Inside the office, this guy just
kept smiling and sitting on his
seat with quite a blank look.
(Later, I found out he was one
of the new ADOs (Assistant
District Officers.)) He just
kept looking at me so I had to
ask again about the additional
charge for the 'location plan'.

I did not have too much time
to waste. I went to the
cashier's counter again and
paid the extra RM13 demanded for the 1ocation plan'
(in addition to the RM20 for
'Notice' that I had paid earlier). The form was already
filled and I just signed it as requested. I asked the cashier
how soon I could collect my
TOLlicence. His reply- "one
week's time" -did not seem
quite right as, in the past, we
had to wait for at least two
months.

He explained that this was not
something new but had been
practised earlier too. I informed him that I had been
paying TOL fees for about 30
years, and this was the first
time I was asked to pay an additional charge. There was no Normally, upon payment of
the TOL fees, everyone
reply.
would be informed to return
I also asked about the new in a month's time and after
'Notice fee' - the extra RM20. that the inevitable response
He replied that the enactment was "next week'' and again
had been approved since 1966 "next week" until one fine
and implemented in the other day you finally got to see
ten districts of Pahang. Since your precious TOL in your
it was not implemented in hands, and to feel the sheet
Cameron Highlands, he de- of paper rustle against your
cided to go ahead with it.
fingers. I am keeping my fingers crossed that, this time,
I appealed to him on behalf of with the extra RM33 paid,
other consumers that, with some efficiency is in the offthe economic slowdown, the ing. Or will it be just business
government should not arbi- as usual- delays and frustratrarily impose extra fees but tion - the only difference beshould instead lighten the ing the extra charge on the
burden of the Malaysian pub- overburdened public? 0
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In his speech, Dr M whacked
Zahid so badly that the youth
leader had to leave the assembly
by the back door, a pathetic smile
on his face masking what must
have been a bruised ego. But,
though Dr M turned the tables on
any potential challengers, the
signs of discontent within
UMNO circles in the run-up to
the assembly were more than apparent.

Th

En my Is

and condemning the very capitalist system that he had emwithin , Che Det!
braced with such passion in the
What a year it's been for Dr last 17 years of his leadership.
Mahathir so far. Or as Time magazine put it rather more crudely, He was in scintillating form
his grand vision for Malaysia has when delivering the closing
fractured into "broken dreams" speech at the recent UMNO genin the wake of the economic tur- eral assembly, blaming everyone
moil that swept through Asia. but himself for the mess we are
Barely a year ago, it seemed like all in. Many people think he is
everything he touched turned to still stuck in denial but otl1ers say
it is all "acting-lah," for public
gold.
consumption.
Now, he opens his mouth and the
ringgit takes another dive. Oh Deep in his heart, he is well
Che Det! How times have aware the enemy is within. At the
changed, as they like to say in all assembly, UMNO youth leader
those B-grade movies we get Zahid Hamidi, an Anwar ally,
from Mega TV for RM45 a had spoken of nepotism and
month. And, how is Dr M taking crony capitalism within the
his change in fortunes? Not sit- party. This was seen as a veiled
ting down, certainly.
attack against the party leadership.
He is doing it in a manner that
is, by now, recognised as "clas- But then Dr M deftly pulled the
sic Mahathir" -attacking the for- rug from under Zahid's feet by
eign media for trying to bring releasing long lists of ~nic crohim down, lashing out persis- nies who had benefited from the
tently at wicked foreigners for awards of shares, licences and
destroying the economy, belly- contracts. Overnight, the term
aching about the borderless 'crony' had become politically
world that he had once talked correct, despite what those goodabout with great enthusiasm, for-nothing foreigners might say.
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What's more, both the major
Malay newspapers in the country are said to be close to Anwar
Ibrahim', or at least their editorsin-chief are, and when the crunch
comes, they will be throwing
their lot with the younger man.
And of the three English newspapers, only one is prepared to
sink or swim with Dr M while the
other two will adopt what they
imagine to be a neutral stance
until it becomes clear who is going to be the sure winner if a challenge materialises.And, likewise,
the Chinese papers. Everybody
likes a winner and nobody, as
they say, likes a loser.
Thus, Dr M is not fooling many
people by suggesting that it is the
wicked foreigners who are trying_
to unseat him. Until the UMNO
assembly, the rumbling on the
ground surfaced only in the
pages of foreign magazines and
newspapers because the local
media is not as free as the government claims them to be.
Malaysian newspapers are best
read between the lines. When
newspapers carry reports quoting UMNO leaders as saying that
there is no split between the
president and his deputy, it
should be read in the context of
the saying that "there is no
smoke without fire" or, should

we say, "without denials."

now have been in big-time who, along with his son Tamrin,
trouble had he been alive - used has now been declared bankrupt.
And the clearest indication that to please the PM no end by show- Besides, Dr M was then on a roll
Dr M is simply not prepared to ing up at the airport himself un- - rolling towards what he
step down just yet lies in his pe- til feedback emerged that a grow- thought was his Vision 2020 riodical statement that he will ing segment of UMNO had be- and, however kind one tries to be
know when it is time to go by come critical of their close rela- in this caring society that we live
reading the signals. Or, alterna- tionship - particularly since the in, it was hard to see Ghafar as
tively, that it is only a matter of tycoon seemed to have the pick part of the picture.
time when Anwar will succeed of government-inspired projects.
him. All these remarks are obviIn fact, they used to joke that
ously aimed at quelling the im- So the crony sent his representa- Ghafar had once thought that Dr
patient herd that has multiplied tive who carried out his duties M's MSC stood for Master of Sciaround the Prime Minister-to-be. with remarkable devotion (being ence and was alleged to have extypical Malaysians, we don't like claimed: "Aku ingat depa belajar
So, he keeps telling them: What's to speak ill of the dead and even doktor! thought he studied to
the hum;? The post will go to your resort to telling lies so much so become a doctor.)" This is the
man. The only question is when. So the obituary article for a typical guy who's been pulled back from
wait your tum. In fact, that is the big-shot invariably turns out to the cobwebs to explain the
argument used most often by be similar to a narration of the life economy to the public!
those close to Dr M. They are the of a saint).
Recent events would suggest that
ones who go around saying that
Anwar's relationship with Dr M Coming back to the point, while Dr M probably regrets giving
is like son and father and, thus, Dr M may be going out of his that green light. After all, the
they are confident that the way to put Anwar in his place, wicked forei gn media would
younger man will not challenge the last time we heard Anwar say rather not have suggested that he
that he would not contest the step down if the alternative was
the older one.
presidency was at the UMNO Ghafar Baba. Yes, Cek Det, life is
We are not sure how close the election of 1996. Since then, he full of regrets.
two are but their public has been ambivalent, to say the
behaviour certainly does not re- least, on the question.
flect a father-and-son relationHan '•picked
ship. Dr M often appears more The most plausible explanation
mistakes
comfortable and buddy-buddy is that the "son" is keeping his
with the cronies or representa- options open. You gotta give it to The latest regret in Dr M's life
tives of cronies who hang around this guy. He sure learns from his must surely be appointing Abu
him. And this could not be more mistakes. In 1993, he declared to Hassan as Men teri Besar of
evident than the scenes at the all and sundry that he would not Selangor. Not only has he
Sultan Abdul Aziz Shah airport challenge Ghafar Baba for the bungled the water crisis in this
each time he takes off for or re- deputy presidency. Then, weeks showcase state but he has also
later, he held a grand press con- got into a first-class tiff ~with
turns from overseas jaunts.
ference announcing that he was FOMCA.
For instance, he was said to be going for it. After that, the dodparticularly fond of one particu- dering incumbent did not know Apparently, Abu Hassan has
grown a little thin-skinned about
lar representative of a crony who what hit him.
died recently (may his soul rest
Selangor's water woes. He's
in peace now that he doesn't People now say the green light probably aware that those whose
have to hang around airports for Anwar to challenge Ghafar homes often go without a drop
waiting for the prime minister). was allegedly beamed from none of water from the tap probably
The crony himself - a big-time other than Dr M himself. Appar- feel like skinning him alive. That
tycoon with fingers in dozens of ently, he had become rather fed- may explain why he stopped his
pies and who, of course, would up with the slow-moving Ghafar, "PR appearances" after a brief at

a

*****
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tempt at playing the caring MB
role by turning up at suburban
areas to check on the water distribution. In fact, he has not
dared to show up at some of the
hardest-hit areas for fear of facing the wrath of residents.

people he had lost weight since by the morality police; the conthe water crisis started. Lost testants and the organisers were
weight!? He doesn't even have to hauled away to the lock-up. And
lug buckets of water about. He somewhere in the dust kicked up
is one politician that many in by all these lay Sanusi's ego.
Selangor would toast with There goes another of Dr M' s
glasses of tap water (if available) hand-picked solutions.
when he falls. Yes, Abu Hassan,
living in his RM4 million house Come to think of it, Anwar was
in the middle of the worst water also hand-picked by him.
crisis in Malaysian history, is like
the proverbial albatross around
Cek Det's neck.

And, he's probably dimmer than
we thought. Even a nincompoop,
according to some people, would
know that allowing people to
talk about their problems is a
way of diffusing their anger and
frustration before it explodes into In Dr M's home state of Kedah,
something more terrible. But per- another political choice, Sanusi
haps what he fears more is the Junid, is also in danger of turninsidious moves from within his ing into a political liability. Sanusi
own party to do him in.
had claimed that under his predecessor Osman Aroff, Kedah
Yes, even people within the BN had become tidak-apa (apathetic)
are furious that, thanks to Abu about religion.
Hassan's ineptitude, what had
begun as an environmental prob- Not much has changed though.
lem has developed into a poten- News broke out recently about
tial political bomb that, they are what was reported to be the Pesta
afraid, will blow up in their faces Seks (Sex Fest). A total of more
in the next general election.
than two dozen young people
have been arrested so far for
That's the trouble with Malay- "khalwat beramni-ramai (mass prosian politics and politicians. They miscuity)" (orgies? group sex?)
move up the political ladder not Then, there was reportedly an
because of any real talent but be- incident of khalwat di atas
cause they are seen as loyal and bumbung (promiscuity on the
not any sort of threat to the boss. roof-top). (Now that's a new one,
Their mediocrity is so masked by even for the decadent west!)
a friendly and subservient media
that they actually believe that Then, as though to cap it all, the
they are clever and special until transvestites decided to stage
hit in the back by a real crisis. their Ratu Cantik Pondan (Beauty
Then they start blaming every- Queen) contest in Alor Setar.
one, including the media.
Where they got the wild idea
about picking Kedah is beyond
most
people. They should have
In that sense, UMNO Youth
leader Zahid Hamidi's statement tried to promote the contest as a
that there was a plot to topple tourism event seeing how the
Abu Hassan has been seen not as government would fall for anyanother of Zahid's periodic thing that sells to tourists.
gaffes but as a calculated move
to embarrass the hapless MB.
Anyway, there was no winner
among all the breathless hopefuls
Meanwhile, the poor man told because the event was disrupted
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*****

News that the IGP's term of service has been extended by a year
has sent shivers down the spines
of many and got the rumour
mills churning of a potential Operation Lallang 2. This is one IGP
who, temperament-wise, is as
different from his predecessor
Haniff Omar as day and night.
NGOs, particularly, have never
felt comfortable with him and his
inability to take criticism.
Some say he takes his attitude
from the Prime Minister. Not
only does Dr M bristle in the face
of criticism, he has, more than
any other Prime Minister, propagated the idea that human rights
and democracy can take second
place to economic growth and
development.
But most Malaysians were too
blinded by the materialism of the
boom years to really bother. And
even now, people are probably
keener to talk about the World
Cup, Viagra or the Spice Girls
splitting up than about such basic issues.
A great deal of the prevailing
apprehension also has to do with
thepoliticalinstability around Dr
M, a situation not exactly similar
but, not entirely differently ei

ther, from that in 1988. When Dr
M came to power in 1981, one of
the first things he did was to release political prisoners. But, he
had no compunction -about arresting people seven years later
in order to continue staying in
power.

laya were not grinning when
they found that the Asiaweek
ranking of the best universities in
Asia had Malaysia's oldest university at the 33rd spot, down
from 11th last year. UM was not
the only Malaysian university
taking a fall. Universiti
Kebangsaan Malaysia also noseNow, in the 17th year of his rule, dived from 20th to 53rd and
he seems no less desperate to Universiti Sains Malaysia
keep hanging on to the reins. slipped from 49th to 52nd.
And that's what's making some Universiti Islam Antarabangsa
people mighty nervous: that he barely managed to make it, endmay choose to end his PM-ship ing at the bottom of the heap.
with an act completely contrary
to that when he came into office. To be fair to our universities, their
fallen placings this year had a lot
He has, after all, done all and to do with the financial cut-backs
more of the things that he used that have affected almost every
to accuse Tunku Abdul Rahman area of government life (except
of. As Fan Yew Teng so aptly for the Multimedia Super Corripointed out in his book, The dor project, which we are told is
UMNO Drama, "Dr M himself going full-steam ahead, includhas come under fierce attack over ing the new cyber-house. The
many of the same faults for house alone has been speculated
which he ticked off the Tunku." to cost from RM300 milUon to
RMl billion).
Dr M, for instance, was highly
critical of Tunku's intolerance for But even without the cost-cutdissent, of how UMNO leaders ting, we know that Malaysian
under Tunku succumbed to pa- universities have long since
tronage, of how Tunku's govern- stopped drawing the creme de la
ment bulldozed laws through cretne.
Parliament (!'whether or not parliament sat, the government
would carry on"), and of the fact
Malay dilemma
that membership to the Cabinet
was based on loyalty and accept- The Malay community is said to
ability to the Prime Minister be still cringing over the image
tbat Aussies now have of them,
rather than ability.
thanks to Mat Taib. In the minds
Dear Tunku, he must be turning of most Aussies, the typical
in his grave.
Malay walks about with briefcases stuffed with hard cash
(preferably in several currencies),
owns property in far-flung places
Another
. like the Solomon Islands, speaks
broken dream
broken English and cannot unThe number 33 is great when it derstand basic notices in airports
comes to vehicle number plates. despite having travelled all over
But the people at Universiti Ma- the world.

*****

*****
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Then, even as they were smarting from this misguided impression, Dr M declared rather
blithely that all Malays who had
benefited from the NEP could be
considered cronies. Yes, Dr M has
been trying his damest to deflect
accusations of cronyism and
nepotism away from him, terms
that have become buzzwords
here since Ute fall of Pak 'Harto.
But, as Dr M ought to know, a
government scholarship that
helps a Malay attain an education and move up the ladder of
life is quite different from awarding humongous contracts to a
few key businessmen who are
close to the political leadership.
As for nepotism, well, many
Malaysians now define it as getting a state agency to bail out
your son through a third party.
Thus, when Dr Mmade the baldfaced accusation that Lim Kit
Siang was practising nepotism in
his party, the general opinion
was that it takes one to know
another.

*****
Chop the trees,

plant some saplings
The Penang State Government is
a featherweight as state governments go. This normally sidelined state government thus becomes an eager beaver whenever
given a 'federal' function to perform. Especially since Penang
Chief Minister Dr Koh Tsu Koon
likes to portray himself as a
'friend of festivals' and 'master
of ceremonies'.
Now, the Penang State Government has found serious fault
with 20 trees which line the road
(to the Bayan Lepas Airport)

which will be used for the Na- saplings afterwards. If you have
tional Day Parade. Those 20 trees Vision 2020, but can't see the
threaten to prevent the YIPs from trees for the parade, you'd feel
watching the National Day Pa- appeased: Saplings are the mothrade from the USM grounds.
ers of all trees.
One can almost hear some National Day Parade Committee
man or woman saying: Bloody
revolting trees those, grown too
big for their own good. Off with
their crowns, trunks, and
branches! Teach them to be unpatriotic down to their roots.
Next thing we know they are really going to zap those 20 fullgrown, lushy, shady, sturdy,
trees, so that the VIPs can view
the parade. (Why don't they simply zap the guy or girl who chose
this spot for the parade?)

There's another short story that If you tell your children this fable
says you shouldn't even take this ofPenang's recalcitrant trees, tell
promise of planting trees too se- them the moral is, "Don't count
riously. The roundabout at Relau your saplings till they're grown."
used to be well landscaped by
Penang's standards. One day,
-by NNP-

The State of the Nation
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Is this confusing? This is a state
government that claims to be
environment friendly. (It wants
credit for saving the Penang Hill
from 'cronyist' development, but
forgot that the real work was carried out by the 'Friends of the
Penang Hill'.) This is a subordinate partner of a federal government which launched the 'Plant
1,000,000 Trees' campaign.
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It's not so confusing actually.
This state government also
promised to preserve Penang's
cultural heritage, like old buildings, (for foreign tourists, by the
way, not the natives). But it did
nothing to prevent gazetted heritage buildings from being torn
down. Sad but true, old buildings
can't be rebuilt, except as modern architectural monstrosities
better for making money (in the
good times, not now) than leaving cultural legacies.
They who would zap the 20 fullgrown trees offer to plant some

who knows why, who knows
how many years ago, the landscaping was gone. Today, the
enormous roundabout looks like
a potential low-cost housing site.
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loss for the country. Without experts trained in various disciplines, the country can only
dream of achieving the targets set
for 2020.
Replies that fellowships, tutorships and various schemes are
available to those interested are
not good enough as one is not
assured of them. This is especially true in the case of foreign
postgraduate students. They
should not be viewed as mere
cash cows - their research will
contribute to the accumulation of
knowledge in the country.
Loans, albeit at Jow mterest rates,
will be a burden to those just
Letters should preferably be no more than 250 words and must in- starting out in the working
clude the writer's name and address. Shorter letters will be preferred world.
and pseudonyms may be used. Letters should be addressed to The
Editor, ALIRAN MONTHLY, P.O. Box 1049, 10830 Penang, Malaysia. We wish to voice our utmost disViews expressed need not n ecessarily reflect those of Alir an. satisfaction over the present increase and possible future increases as this would be against
test at the franchising of the UM the nation's interest. It is the
FREE PORT:
PENANG'S LOSS WAS matriculation programme . government's responsibility to
Though the protest was mainly ensure that education is a right
SINGAPORE'S GAIN
focused on the under-utilisation that is accorded to every citizen
Taking away the free port status of available facilities, attention of the country without an expenof Penang was the greatest mis- also needs to be given to the cost sive price tag attached to it.
take of the Malaysian govern- of education. Franchising the
ment. A hinterland with vast programme to private colleges
Muhammad Ali b. Syed Hussein
natural resources needs a port to has increased the cost of higher
Kuala Lumptlr
export its products. (Without education in this country. AlHong Kong as a free port, China though yet to be implemented in (This statement was also signed by
would lose out). The loss of free the public universities, it is the 47 past and current postgraduate
port status for Penang benefited first step to an il1crease in fees for students and those intending to do
Singapore
immensely. undergraduates.
their higher degrees in UM.)
Malaysia's loss was and is the
Republic's gain. Much of Among postgraduates, the inEQUAL JUSTICE
Malaysia's imports and exports crease has taken place. To ap- Recently, my family and I went
go through Singapore port. Why pease the current students, the to the Sri Mahamariamman
fees have been maintained at temple in Jalan Bandar, Kuala
not through Penang port?
under RMl,OOO per year. Those Lumpur, for Friday prayers in
EeKim Chye wanting to register as new post- the late evening. I tried to park
Penang graduate students, however, are my car at the temple parking lot
slapped with a hefty fee - right behind the temple but it
SILENT FEE HIKE
RM5,700 in the case of a Masters was full. I then drove my car to
We wish to applaud the Univer- of Science students. This, in turn, the front of the temple and mansity of Malaya's Academic Staff will put off those who want to aged to park on the road-side
Association (PKAUM) on its pro- further their education- a major with yellow line on the side of the
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road. I thought to myself: it's not
wrong to park my car there because
it's not obstructing traffic and its
prayer time.
To my shock, when I came out of
the temple after prayers, I saw a
policeman issuing parking summons for all the cars that had
been parked on the roadside.
Was it wrong for me to park my
vehicle to go for prayers? Why?

skin colour and religious beliefs, to finance their studies. Our
one cannot expect full harmony leaders' children are born with
- a tolerant society maybe, but silver spoons and get everything
certainly not lasting harmony.
just because their parents have
contacts in high places who misIslam is the country's official re- use their power. This is a true
ligion and rightfully so, but the betrayal of the voters' confidence
rights and beliefs of other reli- in their leaders.
gions should not be trampled on
and demolished (literally). We Mahathir always blames the
have heard instances where West for trying to dictate to the
Hindu temples, Chinese temples Asians. But is it right for him to
and churches have had to be de- accuse others, when his own
molished or relocated to make people try to cajole and influence
way for so called development; those with authority to deprive
but has anyone come across in- others of their opportunities?
stances where a mosque is de- Colonialism is over but hypocmolished to make way for, say, a risy, nepotism and cronyism
have succeeded.
road project?

The same rule never seems to
apply to the cars parked on the
road near the National Mosque
at noon every Friday. You can see
a massive traffic jam on the road.
There are cars parked everywhere near the mosque because
Muslims are going for their Fri- ln the wake of the Kg Ra wa inciday prayers.
dent comes more distasteful
news: the demolition of a 50Police personnel should be edu- year-old Hindu temple in
cated on the sensitivities of a Gelugor, Penang, for encroachmulti-ethnic society. Don't sim- ing about 0.6m into government
ply issue parking summons be- land! Isn't this the same governcause we are going to temple to ment which pledged to protect
pray and not to carry out crimi- the com;titutional ri~hts of minal acts.
norities in this country?

Hindu Citizen

Kriya Sakthi

Kuala Lumpur

Ipoh

PROTECT RIGHTS
OF RELIGIOUS
MINORITIES

SCHOLARSHIPS
FOR THI RICH?
When I read about the children
of MPs getting scholarships, I
was appalled.

Bravo to Aliran for being the only
publication in the country to
analyse and discuss the now infamous Kg Rawa incident in Can this be justified? MPs are
Penang. This incident reaffirms provided posh houses, big imthe pliant nature of the main- ported cars, allowances, to menstream media in the country.
tion a few. How was it decided
that their kids need scholarships?
This incident also serves as a re- For poor school children to reminder that all is not well with ceive free text books, it is a reour country's so-called harmoni- quirement that the father's
ous ethnic relations. This prob- monthly salary should not exlem yet again boils down to the ceedRMSOO.
hard, clear fact that as long as the
Malaysian government practices There are deserving poor childiscriminatory policies based on dren out there, wondering how
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Finally, instead of asking people
to use local products, leaders
must set an example first. Get rid
of all the Mercedes cars you use
in carrying out your public duties. Use locally produced cars.
Before asking the public to use local products, please check your
houses. Look at your imported
furniture, curtains, electronic
equipment, and of course, clothing. Practice what you preach.
Otherwise do not preach.

Manolzaran Balan
Seremban

A YIS·MAN
I rea11y think V K Chin of The Star
deserves an award for echoing
100 per cent any government
policy- irrespective of its content
or practicality.
Do we need a total 'yes-man' in
such moments of crisis - when
what is needed is imagination,
creativity and responsible journalism?

Concerned
]ohor

ORANG ASLI HOUSE
DEMOLISHED

duty, pride in one's work or reORANG ASLI:
sponsibility for the work enMISSIONISING,
trusted in today's "public serMANIPULATION
The (almost-completed) house of vant". This is true with the top
AND MISERY
an elderly Orang Asli w<mtan in and the rest obviously "follow
Kampung Bukit Kemandul, their leader".
ln a recent issue of your journal,
about IOkmfromKlang, was torn
the former head of the Departdown by a group of 20 villagers Our present water crisis is a typi- ment of Orang Asli Affairs
from nearby Kampung Jalan cal example resulting from this OHEOA) continues his rejection
Kebun on Wednesday, 3 June.
attitude. Apart from blaming El of criticism of the bureaucracy by
Nino and each other, no one has "foreigners." Your readers know
Earlier, on 29 May, four individu- so far investigated and arrived at that it is quite difficult for Malayals claiming to be officers from the root cause of the problem. sians to get direct access to such
the Kuala Langat ~and Office What seemed to be a realistic as- criticisms and thus easy to mishand-delivered a "notice" to the sessment by the Meterological represent them. As one of the auowner, Puan Amor anak Yudin, Services as the cause - denuding thors of a short book called Ma73, demanding that she tears of forests in the catchment areas laysia and the Original People, I'm
down the house and leave the for rapid development- brought one of the foreigners to whom he
area within 14 days. The un- sharp criticism from the Works has referred. Therefore it seems
dated, unreferenced letter did Minister.
appropriate for me, speaking
not have the official letterhead
only for myself and not for any
but was purportedly signed by While water rationing on alter- other foreigners, to respond to
the Assistant Administrator of nate days as an emergency mea- the single criticism which his letLand (who has since denied is- sure is justified, even this is not ter makes of our work, to wit,
suing such a letter).
predictable.
that we do not discuss
missionizing activities by nonHowever, four days later, the Water distribution by tankers is Islamic groups.
group of 20, coming in official not a viable solution because of the
vehicles, then proceeded to tear uncertainty, the insufficiency and I repeat his courtesy in his letter
down the house while the the problem of carrying· the col- to you, of assuming good faith on
woman was away. Police are in- lected water up high-rise build- the part of his critics, a courtesy
vestigating.
ings. The practical solution would which he does not manifest in the
Colin Nicholas be to find a means to raise the wa- press release to which he refers
Coordinator ter level in dams through new and which r have read in its enCenter for Orang Asli Concerns sources- by obtaining water from tirety. Still, I assume for the mothe ground, from new catchment ment that his criticism arises from
WATER WOES:
areas, or from other sources. Not an honest misunderstanding, perall countries depend on rainfall for haps based on hasty reading of the
DON'T BLAME
all their water needs e.g. Califor- book. In fact, we devote very little
THE WEATHER
nia relies solely on underground space to missionizing by any reliThe Chief Secretary to the water and when available, melt- gious groups. Such groups are
Government's statement that ing snow, b ut the distribution is usually motivated by religious
some senior government officers carefully controlled and managed. considerations, by definition, and
"have incurred public wrath for
we make no judgement of relitheir incompetence and for nlis- With the heavy rains we have gion. Besides, thcJHEOA forbids
erably failing to come up with been having the last few days missionizing activities by outsidimmediate solutions and reme- causing floods in various parts of ers.
dial measures" to overcome the Federal Territory, it is ludiproblems is very true, be it the crous to continue blaming the What we do talk about is the far
water crisis, air pollution, traffic weather for our water woes!
more extensive missionizing activities of the ]HEOA, a governcongestion etc.
D DDevan ment bureaucracy which controls
There is hardly any devotion to
Kuala Lumpur every aspect of the lives of OrAliran Monthly July 1998: 18(6) Page 26

ang Asli. That bureaucracy has
not only failed quite remarkably
to improve the lives of the people
whom it controls but has also
presided over decades of displacement, dispossession and
immiseration. As an ostensibly
secular bureaucracy in a country
whose constitution mandates religious freedom, theJHEOAcannot by definition legally have a
religious motivation. The motivation must therefore be something else, presumably to serve
the interests of those who staH
and controlit. Ikram chooses not
to address this question, which
is the one we discuss.
Like Ikram in his letter (though
not in his bureaucratic activities),
I leave it to God to decide which
religion the Orang Asli should
follow, and if indeed they should
follow any religion other than
their own complex and ancient
one, which is akin to Hinduism.
And I leave it to your readers to
judge which activity denigrates
religion: to manipulate religious
conviction for the political advantage of one's own ethnic
group or to describe such manipulation.

What we hear of corruption is
just the tip of the iceberg. Have
you wondered why in Malaysia
everyone wants to be an elected
state assembly member or MP at
any cost?
How many of our MPs have spoken out against corruption, the
environment, or the reality of the
current economic crisis? We
need thinking leaders and not
mere followers who are better off
attending to their family needs.
Perhaps we should remind rich
Malaysians that wealth acquired
through hard work is lasting and
gives an unlimited sense of
achievement and fulfilment.
However, wealth derived
through corruption never lasts.

Nabrah
Jolror Baru

SELF-SERVING
PROPOSAL
TO RAISE TEACHERS'
RETIRIMINT AGE

The leader or leaders of
CUEPACS who proposed theretirement age of civil servants be
raised to 58 seemed to be chamRobert Knox Dentan, Ph.D. pioning about 25 senior officers
Buffalo, New York, USA in the Ministry of Education
whose
services
were
THE SAMI OLD TUNE
'indispensible'. However, little
do the vast majority of union
The Prime Minister is back to his members know that behind the
rhetoric, singing the same old proposal there is an udang
tune and making the currency disebalik batt1 (i.e. a hidden mospeculators and IMF his scape- tive). There are many 'senior'
goats. Any student of Manage- union officials who are themment will tell the PM that the first selves nearing retirement age
step towards problem-solving is and upon retirement they wiU
to admit your flaws and weak- lose many of the perks of their
nesses and you will be in the offices, which in monetary terms
right direction. We, the taxpay- amount to more than their civil
ers are constantly being fooled on service salaries!
the actual extent of the economic
crisis. The worse is yet to come! For example, the secretary genAliran Monthly July 1998: 18(6) Page 27

eral of CUEPACS (and concurrently of the NUTP), who also
holds office in the MTUC, the
EPF Board, the NJC, etc. draws a
non-graduate teachers' salary of
RM2,000, a fixed monthly allowance of RM2,000 from NUTP
along other allowances from the
NUTP, the MTUC, the EPF
Board, etc. All that will be left
after retirement is a pension of
RMI,OOO plus or half the lastdrawn salary. There is, therefore,
a lot for such union officials to
lose upon retirement. The teaching service has never had enough
teachers for the past 20 years, so
why the proposal to raise theretirement age to 58 only now - on
the eve of the impending retirement of 'senior' union officials?
The plight of ordinary union
members (or non members) is totally dilierent from that of top
union officials. Ordinary NUTP
members have to slog it out daily
in the classrooms, what with the
load of paperwork and student
disciplinary problems. All this can
be nerve-wracking - no wonder
many are going for optional retirement and there is a perennial
teacher shortage. On the other
hand, union officials likeN Siva
Subramaniam, though drawing a
teacher's salary, do not have to
report for work at schooL Many
other top union officials who do
go to school can leave school every now and then to attend to socalled union affairs. Thus, they do
not suffer the strain that classroom
teachers do and yet they want to
enjoy earning easy salaries till 58.
The proposal is therefore a selfserving one and union members
should wake up to the kind of
leaders they want.

Ravinder Singh
Sttngai Petani

The Great Language Roiak
The Malaysian linguistic mix is proof of our cultural vibrancy
&y Wan Kain Wan

g

apitan, despot, vaff and
"No Bailout'' are just
a few of the words
testifying to our superb skill
in adapting a foreign language for use in the Great
Malaysian Rojak.
For me, the first word surfaced after a friend's car had
hit a deep hole in the fourwheel- drive country known
as Petaling Jaya. A subsequent visit to the mechanic
produced the following verdict: "Lu punyak kapitan sudah
losak oo ... (Your capstan is
damaged)".
And, of course, the inevitable
... "Misti tukar (Must replace)".
That a car's capstan can be
transformed into its Kapitan is
surely a ringing endorsement
of Malaysia's ability to
change, indeed refurbish
words, according to our own
cultural conditions. Surely an
act of nation-building, nothing less, happens each time
permed- haired, gold-chained
Chinese mechanics speak
Malay and refer to auto parts
using Malaysian-English

(Manglish, if you will).

2,000 years, the Malay language has borrowed liberally
There are signs near Banting, from Sanskrit, Arabic and,
Selangor, declaring without more recently, English.
any hint of linguistic shyness,
the essential service of ketuk When Hindu/Buddhist kingmagad (mudguard knocking). doms such as Srivijaya and
were
in
However, the magad loh (mud- Langkasuka
guard man) performs a rather ascendency, words such as
specialised job. If you need to mulia (exalted), sengsara (sufmoor vaff (grind the engine fering) and puja (worship) envalves) or if you want a kain tered the Malay language.
despot (dashboard cloth), After Islam's arrival in 15th
you'll have to scoot along to century Malacca, Arabic
other shops where the foh-man terms such as musyawarah and
(foreman) or the koosyenn loh kulliyah were adopted - eventually evolving into the mod(cushion man) hold court.
ern sengsara of every teacher _
These modifications to the (mesyuarat or meeting) and
English language have been university student (kuliah or
happening ever since Captain lecture respectively.
Francis Light arrived in
Penang two centuries ago. Now that we are Looking East
The old shipping call, "go and forging South-South soliastern!", hollered below a flut- darity, matematik, industri and
tering Union Jack has since interpris (enterprise) have
been preserved in the immor- supplemented the useless
tal call of all jaga kereta guys", Asian-inspired words kiraOK! Gostan, gostan!", barked kira,
perusnltaan
and
perniagaan.
Without
a
doubt,
out while waving their banners of dirty Good Morning this method of developing
towels.
Bahasa Malaysia, makes us a
far more '~psychologically libAll this should come as no erated society'' (ahem, one of
surprise given our rojak lin- the nine goals of Vision 2020)
guistic history. Over the last compared to the tedious task
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of researching and creating
new terms from Than,
Kadazan, Senoi, Sanskrit, Arabic, Tamil or CJUnese root
words.

heid regime. But in the good
eco-friendly 1990s, we have
dutifully recycled the phrase
and given it a positive gloss
as in "ASEAN's constructive
engagement with Myanmar
To be sure, our cultural vi- will benefit the people".
brancy cannot be measured
by the sheer number of words Even French has managed to
that have been ciplak-ed (bor- influence our language. Ever
rowed, or less politely, since the national tomyamplagiarised) from other nisation of local hawker food,
civilisations. There has to be haven't you noticed stalls
some indigenous creative in- such as D'Thai Seafood or Le
put from the ciplaker, or in Tomyam Pak Ali?
today's industrial terminology, there has to be some lo- So there we go. Are we a lincal value added".
guistically creative society or
what? In case there's any furThis is where Malaysians ther doubt, here's a list of
notch up the strongest scores words (with some help from
-we may have shamelessly Kit Leee's glossary of
lifted words from other lan- Manglish in the book, Adoi!)
guages but we have managed which we have brilliantly
to give them a distinctly spicy adapted to our cultural envitwist. For instance the ronment:
Hokkien word bohsia, which
literally means "no sound", wan kain wan - unique, one
has been transformed by our of a kind.
authorities into the ultimate ngam! - a Malay street word
symbol of everything that's (taken from Cantonese) meanwrong with the country, ing good, tasty or right (as the
namely, girls who indulge in poster ads for Sempoerna
promiscuous sex without pro- kreteks once declared).
test (sound). Meanwhile Act of God- landslides after
Proton's "optional" accesso- roads and condos are built in
ries at one time meant "buy or mountainside forests.
else ..." but now means "free" Act of Soros- all our economic
accessories.
troubles.
Rosak (Out of order)- the sign
Back in the bad old 1980s, the on every other public teleUnited States and Britain re- phone.
fused to impose economic meetingla m- what officers alsanctions on South Africa, ways seem to be doing when
preferring instead the "con- you call up to complain about
structive engagement'' of con- something.
tinued trade with the apart- meetingl.a (ll) - a supremely
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useful aktibiti (activity), especially when boleh klem (can
claim) either elaun (allowance)
or obertaim (overtime).
kau tim - another Cantonese
adoptee- what tends to happen after the pregnant pause
when some black sheep traffic policeman asks," Sekarang
macam mana (Now what)?"
Aieee-Teeee - IT or Information Technology that we are
supposed to cinta (love) and
guna (use).
tutup (closed) - the sign on
every other government office
counter.
fraskes (frustrating case) caught in a frustrating situation.
yutingwat (you think what) who cares what you think?!
Usually prefaced by the word
baaarger. For examples of
statements invoking this attitude, try the newspaper headlines.
Wai-Beee! Wai-Beee! (heh,
heh, heh) - the mating call of
creatures trying to be economically competitive. To be
performed before reigning
politicians with an ampu
(fawning) smile and an ampu
patik, berbiliun-biliun ampun
(feudal) demeanour.
Sejahtera Malaysia -sound
economic fundamentals plus
EPF's declaration of a 6.7 per
cent dividend, the lowest in 22

years.o
WanKain Wan is a columnist in a national
daily.

Tourists and island residents
alike have complained about the
worsening traffic congestion on
the island. The authorities are
trying to solve the congestion on
the bridge by building a third
link without giving a serious
thought as to how the narrow
streets of Penang can cope with
the increased heavy traffic The
last thing Penang needs now is a
third link that will only encourage more vehicles to flow into the
island and worsen the traffic
jams.

Thlrcl Penang Link:
Another Mega
Prolect?

bridge is the drastic scaling down
of the ferry service linking
George Town and Butterworth.

Aliran is alarmed that the Penang
state government is likely to embark on a mega project, a third
link between Penang island and
the mainland. The 7.6 km link, in
the form of a bridge-cum-tunnel,
is one of six options proposed in
a Pcnang Urban Transport Study.
The study was carried out by
British consultant Halcrow Fox at
a cost of RM1.6 million.

Why has the government allowed the ferry service to operate at half the capacity it was running at in the early 1980s?
Double-decker vehicular ferries
were converted to vehicularcum-passenger ferries in the late
1980s. Where there were two
ferry terminals operating sideby-side with a total of four berths
in the early 1980s, today there is
only one terminal with two
berths. One of the two terminals
was closed down after a tragic accident, never to be re-opened or
reconstructed. The number of
ferries in operation has been
halved.

We fail to understand why the
Penang government should be
considering a mega project at a
time of great economic uncertainty. Indeed, mega projects are
largely to blame for the economic
and environmental mess we now
All this has contributed to comfind ourselves in.
muters preferring to use the
We accept that the Penang Bridge bridge rather than wasting time
has now reached saturation point in long queues at the ferry termiwith the expansion of the indus- nals. Could it be that the ferry
trial zones on both sides of the services were scaled down to enbridge and the connection to the courage greater use of the bridge
North-South Expressway. But so that the bridge operators
one of the main reasons for the could recover their investment
huge volume of traffic on the outlay more quickly?
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ALi ran instead urges the Penang
government to immediately reconstruct and re-open the damaged ferry terminal, increase the
number, size, speed, and frequency of ferries operating between the island and the mainland, and construct more ferry
terminals, as and when necessary, on different parts of the island and the mainland.

Anil Netto
Exco member
5May1998

Set up lnclepenclent
panel of Inquiry to
probe Semenylh
Incident
Aliran calls upon Prime Minister
Dr Mahathir Mohamad to reveal
the name of the local non-governmental organisation (NGO)
that is said to have passed false
information to the British media
about the alleged poisoning of
illegal foreign workers at detention camps.
Unl~ss

Dr Mahathir reveals the
identities of the parties involved,
the image and credibility of all
local NGOs will be tarnished!
Such sweeping accusations also
do not allow the accused parties

to defend themselves or to substantiate their claims.

Ban All Nuclear
Weapons

The allegations that immigrants Aliran strongly condemns
at detention camps were poi- India's latest nuclear tests,
soned are so serious that the gov- which has only heightened reernment should immediately set gional instability. It is an imup an independent panel of in- mensely provocative and irrequiry to probe the matter. If aJl sponsible act that has undergovernment actions have been mined the stature of the new
above board in this affair there is Indian government.
nothing to fear whatsoever. That
is the best way to clear the name We condemn all nuclear tests, irof the government once and for respective of who conducts them.
all.
But we are also bemused by the
reactions of the major powers,
The government should also al- whose hypocrisy over the tests
low the UNHCR officials, the has been evident. They condemn
local and foreign media and lo- India's nuclear tests while they
cal NGOs free access to the de- themselves hoard a huge arsenal
tention camps to prove that the of nuclear weapons, which can
illegal immigrants detained there destroy the planet many times
are humanely treated, contrary to over.
the claims in the British media
We call on the United Nations to
Going after NGO activists who demand that all nuclear weapons
have supposedly spread "false" be wiped out. The focus should
information- without first hav- not only be on ending nuclear
ing an independent inquiry to tests but, much more imporprove that the information is in- tantly, on banning forever the
deed false - will be counterpro- possession of all nuclear weapductive. Such action will not re- ons.
pair the tarnished image of the
Executive Conmtittee
government. [twill only be seen
15May 1998
as a vindictive act by an authoritarian government that does not
VIctory For
tolerate dissent.

De111ocracy
If an independent panel establishes that the information given
was indeed false, then, and only
then, should action -legal action
in court - be taken against those
guilty of spreading false information.

Democracy has prevailed in Indonesia. Long Live Democracy

Aliran is delighted that President
Suharto has finally decided to
step down, heeding the demands
of the majority of the IndoneIn the name of justice, we call sians.
upon the government to set up
an independent panel of inquiry His action has certainly averted
a situation that could have led to
to establish the truth.
more bloody violence in this
P. Ramakrishmm stand-off.

President
5 May 1998
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ment as a victory for the democratic forces that had been held
at bay by 32 years' of iron-fist
rule.
The immediate task of the interim government will be to
adopt a democratic constitution
in consultation with the popular
personalities who have contributed to this change.
A free and fair election should be

held without any unnecessary
delay, permitting the participation of all political parties without any restrictions, so that new
parliamentarians and a new
president will be elected by
popular democratic choice.
Every effort must be made toremove Suharto's cronies from positions of power and dismantle
their monopolies and cartels
which had benefited a small
group at the expense of the
masses.
Much needs to be done - and
quickly- to promote the Indonesian economic recovery.
Aliran calls upon the international aid agencies, foreign investors and foreign governments to join forces in this endeavour to create a new environment for the rapid recovery
of the economy.

Executive Committee
21May 1998

Stop Thlrcl Link:
l111prove Ferry
Services Instead
We, the undersigned Penangbased groups, regret that the authorities seem to be ignoring ca lis
to improve the poor ferry service
between island and the mainland
and seem bent on pushing ahead
with plans for a third link- an ex-

pensive bridge-cum-tunnel to transfer it from the state to a
project.
private company. Now, as a pretext for the third link, it is said
Increasing the size, frequency, that widening work would crespeed and number of-ferries ate congestion. Sure!~ the auwould immediately relieve con- thorities would have known then
gestion on the Penang Bridge. that such work would create conThe state government should gestion.
also rebuild the damaged ferry
terminal on the mainland andre- Penang lacks an integrated pubintroduce the double-decker ve- lic transport master plan. The ishicular ferries.
land can barely cope with
heavier traffic. The state
If the state government feels government's emphasis now
that a third link - from Pulau should be on improving public
Tikus on the 1sland to Bagam transport throughout the state Ajam on the mainland - is nec- and not on making it easier for
essary, then it should build ad- people to drive into the island
ditional ferry terminals at these and choke its already congested
locations. This would be a far streets.
quicker- and more affordablealternative to the proposed We appeal to the Penang state
bridge-cum-tunnel.
government to be more farsighted and not just think of
It has been said that the third link awarding mega projects to benproject would create new jobs. efit certain contractors. ObviBut improving the ferry service ously, we have still not learnt our
would itself immediately save lesson from our obsession with
hundreds of jobs at the Penang mega projects, which have
Port Sdn Bhd (PPSB). The PPSB landed us in an economic and
is in the midst of offering its environmentmess. Abandoning
workers a 'voluntary separation' the third link project and improvscheme to trim its workforce. But ing the ferry services would
if the PPSB were to upgrade the make much better sense.
ferry services, it can redeploy
excess staff to the ferry opera- Endorsed by:
tions and create many more new •Aliran •Democratic Action Party
jobs.
(Penang) •Legal Advisory Centre
The authorities say the ferries are
expensive to operate, but can
they guarantee that the toll rates
for the proposed bridge-cumtunnel- which is expected to cost
RM2 billion - will be cheaper
than the existing ferry fares? Not
likely, if the exorbitant toll rates
for the recently opened Second
Johor-Singapore Link are anything to go by.
We still remember that the promise to widen the existing Penang
Bridge was crucial in the decision

which could trigger a dangerous
arms race.
The tests have come at a time
when many people in the Third
World are facing an economic crisis, food shortages and malnutrition, illiteracy, marauding diseases, and environmental destruction - all of which assault
human dignity. The feverish scientific research into nuclear
weapons is a great abuse of human ingenuity and has its roots
in a warped sense of nationalistic pride and misplaced priorities.
We urge the two countries to immediately stop further nuclear
tests and to work together in defusing mounting military tensions in the region. India and
Pakistan should harness their
seemingly boundless energy to
resolve their pressing social
problems and alleviate the miserable plight of millions of impoverished people on the subcontinent.
We also call upon other nuclear
powers, especially the United
States, which have loudly condemned the recent nuclear tests
in South Asia, to destroy their
own arsenal of nuclear weapons.
If they don't, their hypocrisy will
be obvious. Even without
nuclear tests, the world would
still be a dangerous place if all
nuclear weapons are not destroyed.

(Penang) •Malaysian Trades Union
Congress (Penang Division) •Malaysian Youth Council (Northern
Region) •Penang Port Commission
(PPSB) Employees Union •Pesticide Action Network, Asill-Pacific
office, Penang • Women's Crisis The tragedy of Hiroshima and
Centre (Penang)
Nagasaki should be a constant
23May 1998 reminder of the horrendous mis-

Pakistan's Nuclear
Tests Conclemnecl
Aliran categorically denounces
the recent spate of nuclear tests
conducted by India and Pakistan,
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ery that nuclear weapons can inflict on mankind as we strive to
build a better future.

Dr Mustafa K Anuar
Asst Secretary
30May 1998

In my case, when I was blatantly victimised by the
Barisan Nasional-appointed
returning officer in the 1995
general elections, the party
did not mount a campaign to
denounce this mockery of democracy. Instead, Kit Siang
tried to insist that I apologise
to the voters of Petaling Jaya
Utara - which 1 vehemently
refused to do! As I said in my
book, Kit Siang's response to
my disqualification was most
inconsistent for a supposed
social democrat.

the Malaysian State was actually liberalising and this was
reflected in the theme he
chose for .the general elections
that year, viz.
"Full
Liberalisation".

"liberalisation" theme! The
other CEC members at the
time did not seem to think his
views surprising.
Also symptomatic of the culture of deference to Kit Siang
in the CEC, a high-ranking
CECmember actually told me
after we had left that he really
agreed with my position that
the theme of the 1995 elections
should have been "Reform
Malaysia" and not "Full
Liberalisa tion".

It was partly the acrimonious
debate over this important issue that led Lee Ban Chen
(then Vice Chairman) and I to
subsequently leave the CEC.
At the time, even A. Kadir
Jasin of the NST could
recognise the pathetic weakness in this DAP election slogan! Regrettabl~ none of the But why did he feel he could
However, the inconsistency of other CEC leaders could see not speak out to support our
the DAP's (or rather, Kit" this political point.
view and disagree with the
Siang's) stand on the Guan
Secretary-General's? This is a
Eng case may have been As Tanalysed in my book, the sad reflection of the deferenmissed by many Malaysians. DAP's politics is a clear ex- tial culture in the DAP leadIt was only after Guan Eng's ample of what a Russian phi- ership. And the same leader
conviction that Kit Siang de- losopher has called "tailism". has come out recently to declared that there had been a In other words, instead of be- fend the existence of "open
drastic turn for the worse in ing one step ahead of the democracy" in the party!
democracy in the country. But, people as is expected of a solaniung 4:
how different is the Malaysian cial democratic party, they
Issues NOT
State now compared with that choose to opportunistically
Perso11allties
of1995and whywasKitSiang appeal to populism and
so conciliatory to Dr Mahathir would even stoop to fishing When the general elections
during the period prior to for sympathy votes .
come round, any pretence by
Guan Eng's conviction?
the DAP at upholding demoDuring the debate over the cratic socialism is very quickly
The fact remains that before 1995 eJection slogan, a Kit exposed. The perennial chathe 1995 general elections, Siang apologist, who happens rade over whether there
Guan Eng had already been to be one of the vice chairmen should be a battle for the
charged for these so-called of the party, even went so far Penang State Government inoffences. And yet, this was as to say that "everyone sup- variably revolves around
precisely the time when Kit ports Mahathir" in his eager- whether Kit Siang is going to
Siang insisted in the CEC, that ness to support Kit Siang's fight in Tanjung. The latest
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hype over whether there democratic leader recognises
should be a "Tanjung 4" is no this as a basic principle of accountability. Mind you, at
different.
that election, the British
First and foremost, should Labour Party had not even
there be any question about a lost as badly as the DAP did
social democratic party fight- in 1995.
ing against the ruling coalition
in every state? Does a social Alas, Kit Siang chose the
democratic party not know "Asian" way of holding on to
the rudiments of democratic power perhaps because his
socialism- that it is the issues own agenda had not been
concerning the peoples' inter- completed. That was not
ests that is paramount and merely a failure by a social
certainly NOT which person- democratic leader but more
ality is going to fight in the so, the failure of basic human
general elections?!
dignity since many of us felt
that he should have resigned
to keep intact his own dignity.
Reform the DAP
Did Karpal not say in 1990
Ultimately, DAP leaders and that "no leader is indispensmembers must ask whether able"? For any DAP leader or
they believe in Democratic member to say that there is no
Socialism or whether they one capable of leading the
merely pay lip service to this party is perhaps the ultimate
ideal? During the years I was condemnation of the party.
in the party from 1990 to 1995,
social democratic policies One expects a democratic sowere hardly ever discussed in cialist party to have an alterthe CEC. The "Tanjung Dec- native programme to the
laration"1 a social democratic Barisan Nasional. The DAP
document that I helped to should not give the lame exdraft in 1991, was endorsed cuse that it is not likely to
without any debate at the del- come to power and therefore
it doesn't need to lay out its
egates conference that year!
own policies, as it argued in
If Kit Siang truly believes in 1995. The people expect more
social democratic ideals, he than the maverick exposure of
would have iollowed the ex- scandals. They want to know
ample of Neil Kinnock who the DAP's stand on the
resigned as leader of the Brit- privatisation of public and
ish Labour Party when they social services, its policy on
lost in the British general elec- taxation and a host of other
tions before last. Every social labour, social and environ-
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mental issues. They want a vision of the social democratic
alternative with a concrete
practice in the different sectors of industry.
Otherwise, what's the difference between voting BN or
DAP? Don't we already see
the amusing spectacle of BN
mavericks coming out to lead
residents' protests against
Council inefficiency, water
shortage and power cuts and
to even condemn cronyism
and other unseemly aspects
of privatisation?
Many observers believe that a
DAP without Kit Siang and
the implementation of serious
·structural reform and democracy within the party would
be the breath of fresh air the
Opposition needs to attract a
new generation of idealistic
professionals, social activists
and democrats to lead a mass
movement toward a better
Malaysian society. If not, we
will be condemned to more reruns of this bad movie entitled
'Jurassic Politics'. 0

Dr Kua Kia Soong, a
one-time DAP stalwart
and former MP for
Petaling Jaya, is a political activist, writer and
educationist based in
Cheras, Selangor

Distorted Facts
~Kiasu~

mentality w ill not help to promote
Malaysian democracy
By M Kula Segaran

g

ua Kia Soong's tirade
against the Democratic
Action Party during the
current DAP crisis,
smacks clearly of obscurantism
and obfuscation at best and sheer
opportunism at worst. Or to put
it simply, a classic case of the
Singaporean malady of "kiasu",
to grasp at every single straw to
prove his past actions as correct
and justified, no matter how erroneous they were.
A reading of Kua's views shows
distorted facts and untruths followed by a flawed analysis and
then erroneous conclusions.
First, the facts as perused from
the party's Central Executive
Committee record.

It is untrue for Kua to say that
the three party leaders - Wee
Choo Keong, Uew Ah Kim and
Fung Ket Wmg- were suspended
and removed from their party
posts of National Publicity Secretary, National Vice-Chairman
and National Treasurer because
they were not being supportive
of the Support, Sympathy Solidarity for Urn Guan Eng (555)
roadshow. The trio were removed or suspended from their
party posts because the CEC had
lost confidence in their ability to
carry out their duties after failing to respect the principle of col-

lective leadership and responsibility.

Wee Choo Keong (after his conviction for contempt of court
over a civil matter) and for Kua
This is somewhat akin to a Min- himself (when he was disqualiister having to abide with the fied as a candidate for PJ Utara
decision of the Cabinet even after failing to properly fill in his
though he or she may disagree nomination papers)! 1 do not
during the Cabinet meetings. know when Kua suddenly beShould he or she voice out or came an apologist for Wee Choo
oppose such decisions outside Keong because at no time did he
the Cabinet, then the Prime Min- show any enthusiasm for Wee's
ister has the prerogative to ask case much less request a
him or her to resign or to remove roadshow for Wee. Instead, Kua
him or her from the Cabinet. The was more concerned about the
CEC acted after the Malacca and implicatinn!i of any such support
Perak State Committees com- or roadshow for Wee (that it may
plained to the CEC and asked for constitute contempt of court).
action to be taken against the trio
for causing disunity in the party. Further, to accuse the party of
failing to organise a roadshow
As Kua is well aware, aJl national for Kua in protest against his disparty posts are appointed by the qualification as a candidate for
CEC. Therefore, the CEC has the the Petaling Jaya Utara parliaprerogative to appoint and re- mentary scat is outrageous and
move. This prerogative was duly ridiculous. Kua is obviously
exercised by the CEC after it had pained by the disqualification of
lost confidence in the trio. In ac- his candidature's nomination pacordance with the democratic pers. But the party is more
spirit and culture in the party, pained because Kua's unexthey remain as CEC members plained and unaccounted for failuntil their case is heard by the ure to properly complete his
Disciplinary Committee.
nomination forms resulted in the
party losing a safe parliamentary
seat
and in the voters of Petaling
Laughing Stock
Jaya being denied their rightful
The second false premise is that representation. Until now, the
Kua had opposed the inconsis- party and the people carmot untency practised by the party in derstand why a competent acanot organising a roadshow for demic and sitting MP like Kua
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Siang was so conciliatory to Dr
Mahathir Mohamad during the
period before Guan Eng's conviction. He even used the DAP 1995
election slogan of "Full
Liberalisation" to highlight Kit
Siang's "conciliatory'' attitude
towards Dr Mahathir prior to
Guan Eng's conviction.

HOld Turksff Dr. Ch£'11 Mnn Hmand Kllrpal Si11gh : Is Kua suggesliug that they are
eliminating lhemse/z>es?

What is wrong with pressing for
fullliberalisation? I find it a great
irony that Kua even uses NST
Group Editor A. Kadir Jasin, the
chief Mahathir apologist and
ideologue, to justify and validate
his points against the DAP 1995
election strategy. Politics does indeed make for strange bedfellows.

With Guan Eng's conviction under the Sedition Act and the
Printing Presses & Publications
The party will be the laughing- Act for his role in defending the
stock throughout the country if rights of the underage girl emthe DAP organises a roadshow broiled in the Rahim Tamby Chi.k Is pressing for fullliberalisation
towards Dr
for Kua to protest against his fail- sex scandal, it is unlikely that conciliatory
ure to properly complete his Guan Eng will be allowed to be Mahathir? Kit Siang's and Guan
nomination forms. This is just a parliamentarian or to hold any Eng's records speak for themlike a student protesting against party posts much less succeed his selves. Such an insidious and
failing an examination when he father. What is interesting though baseless attack on the integrity
or she had answered wrongly! is that Kua's negative portrayal and honour of both Kit Siang and
No wonder Kua never dared to of Guan Eng's conviction and po- Guan Eng does not merit even a
request a similar roadshow. But litical demise is the first time that reply. UnlikeGuanEng,Kua will
why complain now when he had he has publicly discussed the still enjoy his parliamentary pension, his professional position
never raised it with the party case.
and most importantly his perthen?
sonal
freedom and liberty.
Despite claiming to be a human
lnconslsteat
rights and democracy activist,
unlike other human rights and Has Guan Eng not lost enough
The third critical falsehood is the women's rights groups, he has that Kua wants to even take
contention that party reform in not come out with a single state- away all that Guan Eng has leftthe DAP is clearly directed to- ment criticising the conviction of his father's and his own honour,
wards young leaders taking over Guan Eng to three years' jail. integrity and reputation? r do not
and replacing the old, especially Such deafening silence by Kua is expect Kua to show sympathy
hastening the grooming process no different from condoning for Guan Eng but he has no right
for Kit Siang's son, Lim Guan what the Government has done to smear Guan Eng, Kit Siang
Eng. This is untrue. Never have to Guan Eng. Who is being incon- and the DAP.
the party leaders said that reform sistent here?
It is also intellectually dishonest
in the DAP is actually an exercise
to replace the so-called Old Turks Now we have his "democracy forKua todaun thattheDAPhas
with Young Guards or to groom and human rights" views on no alternative programme to the
Guan Eng as Kit Siang's succes- Guan Eng's conviction: he has BN or to democratic socialist idesor. Unless Kua can show proof, not shown any sympathy, sup- ology. When he was in the DAP,
he should stop such baseless port and solidarity with Lim Kua had asserted many times
claims.
GuanEng but has asked why Kit that the DAP has an alternative
could not even complete a simple
nomination form.
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programme and is a democratic
socialist party. Why the sudden
two-timing turnaround? A reading of the party's 1995 General
Election manifesto would reveal
extensive coverage of all burning
issues in Malaysia ranging from
democracy, human rights, the
economy and education to environmental, consumer and social
issues.

Flawed Analysis
These are just some of the many
factual falsehoods Kua bases his
arguments upon. His analysis is
thereby prejudiced and flawed.
One, there is no elimination of
the so-called "Old Turks" with
''Young Guards". After all Dr
Chen Man Hin, Kit Siang and
Karpal Singh are "Old Turks"
themselves. Is Kua suggesting
that they are therefore eliminating themselves?
Two, the party has always been
concerned about issues of democracy, justice and human
rights, not personalities. That is
why DAP leaders are willing to
sacrifice themselves and in Kit
Siang's case, even his own son.
Three, no one leader is indispensable to the party. All party leaders have said so, including Kit
Siang. Unfortunately, it is the
political
pundits
and
doomsayers like Kua who disagree.
Four, Kua claimed that he left the
party because of his disagreement with the party's 1995 election
slogan
of
"Full
Liberalisation". Kua should be
reminded he left the party not
before the 1995 general elections
but after, when he ceased becoming an MP following his failure

to complete his nomination
forms properly.

ment, which is responsible for
the national malaise, economic or
otherwise. Do not import the
Five, the DAP is always trying to Singaporean's kiasu mentality or
promote the best and brightest as Mahathir-speak here; that v-.rill
candidates in the next general only retard not promote the
election. That is why Kua became growth of democracy, truth and
a ''helicopter candidate" in a saie justice in Malaysia.
DAP parliamentary seat in the
1990 general election (which he Kua acted correctly "to get out if
won) after only a few weeks as a the kitchen is too hot and you
member of the DAP. In contrast, can't stand the heat", but do not
Guan Eng was only selected as a forever blame the kitchen for beparliamentary candidate after ing too hot. Kua is of course entitled to his conclusion, no matjoining the party for five years.
ter how erroneous, that the DAP
Six, at the risk of helping Kua to is better off without Kit Siang promote his book, the present but this is a decision for DAP
members and the people to decide. Unfortunately, Kua does
not have the courage to test his
premise before the people or before DAP members but instead
has chosen to vent his spleen
publicly against Kit Siang.

Kit Siang l!ns said t/rat 110 leader is
indispensable to the party

crisis does not justify nor validate
his reasons for leaving the party.
This is a typical case of the
Singaporean malady of "kiasu",
of refusing to admit the errors of
one's way, forever insisting that
one is correct and everyone else
wrong. Or is it Mahathir-speak?
The DAP would be the first to
admit its mistakes but any mistakes were made in good faith for
the people and not for personal
interest. It is unfortunate that
Kua has chosen to devote his
energies to running down the
DAP instead of the BN governAliran Monthly July 1998: 18(6) Page 37

There is no place for personal
animosity and enmity in the fight
for democratisation and
liberalisation in the Malaysian
political and socio-economic
arena. Kua should not further his
self-inflicted failure in politics
with kiasu-ism or compromise his
principles with selective idealism, but acknowledge the party's
efforts in burying past differences and in getting all NGOs
and opposition party groups together on a common platform to
fight for democracy, good governance, justice, accountability and
transparency against the 13N. 0

M. Kula Segaran is DAP
National Assistant
Publicity Secretary and
MP for Teluk Intan.
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IUUAU
P.O. lOX 1049
1Ga0 PINANG, MALAYSIA

Date

Signature
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Subscri lions Soar
Spirit of volunteerism keeps the Aliran flame alive
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SWEEPING THINGS

UNDE11111E CAliPEr

g

hanks to your stead fast
support, the number of
subscribers to Alira11
Monthly continues to
rise steadily, with a 25 per cent
increase recorded in the last few
months. More and more readers
have responded to our appeal to
boost our subscription base by
getting their friends to subscribe
and by presenting gift subscriptions to those who may not be
aware of the magazine's exist~
ence.
Publishing and distributing
Aliran Monthly is our core activ~
ity in our quest to raise public
awareness of the need for social
reforms. Indeed, proceeds from
magazine sales and donations
from concerned Malaysians are
Aliran' s main sources of income.

Vol.ll
: No.l2

of articles for the magazine
don't receive any payment for
what they have written.
Even the slotting of the magazine
into the brown envelopes for
mailing to subscribers is pains~
takingly carried out at our office
by volunteers andAliran's office
staff in a spirit of camaraderie.
Sacks filled with these magazines
are then loaded onto a lorry and
sent to the main Post Office in
Penang.
Unlike those who buy their copy
of A/iran Monthly off the newsstands, subscribers are assured of
their personal copy of the magazine every month without having to scour the streets and alleys
in town searching for a
newsagent who hasn't sold out
his or her stock of the magazine.
What's more subscribers in Ma~
laysia pay only RM25 a year ~
lower than the RM33 they would
pay (for 11 issues a year) if they
were to buy their copies off the

Aliran Monthly is published on a
shoe-string budget. We have only
three full~time staff at the office.
Distribution Bureau c~ordinator
Gan Kong Hwee keeps track of
the subscribers and both he and news~stand.
Office Administrator Evelyn
Tang handle the dozens of en~ So if you are not already a subscriber, why not subscribe now.
quiries about subscriptions.
You will save not only RM8 but
What's remarkable about also a lot of hassle in searching
A/iran Monthly is the tremen~ for the Monthly at news-stands.
dous spirit of volunteerism If you are already a subscriber, inshown over the years. That the troduce the Monthly to your
Monthly has survived all these friends and ask them to subscribe
years is a tribute to a small or give them a gift subscription.
band of dedicated members Help us keep the Aliran spirit
and supporters. Contributors alive. 0
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DAP's ~

,alest Purge

Another re-run of a bad movie
by Dr Kua Kia Soong

g

he latest purge of
three Central Executive
Committee
(CEC) members of the Democratic Action Party - Liew Ah
Kim, Fung Ket Wmg and Wee
Choo Keong- is symptomatic
of the malady I analysed in
my 1995 title: "Inside the
DAP". This crisis, however, is
certainly higher on the Richter scale in terms of impact
than when Lee Ban Chen and
I resigned from the CEC in
1995.
At that time, we could not
have imagined these three
DAP leaders coming out to
defy Kit Siang.

Roots of the
latest crisis
After the debacle of the 1995
elections, Kit Siang announced that the DAP would

have to reform or die. What
shape exactly this reform was
to take was not made clear
except that he wanted more
young leaders to take over.
Subsequent changes within
the DAP leadership saw the
by-passing of the old stalwarts who interpreted the socalled "rejuvenation" of the
party as merely a pretext to
hasten the grooming process
for Kit Siang's son.

status quo through the
"double'' patronage of Kit
Siang/Guan Eng in their eager ambition to become YB
wannabes.

There are, as usual, the fencesitters among the old guards
who weigh their own political future by seeing which
way the wind is blowing in
the current struggle. Even
though they detest the young
wannabes they seem to have
Thus, the unthinkable hap- taken the more secure option
pened as old party stalwarts by defending the status quo.
who had long been Kit Siang's
A Question of
faithful comrades became disConsistency
affected, culminating in
today's showdown. In fact, The three CEC leaders who
we have in the DAP today the have been purged have been
irony of "Old Turks" squaring accused of not being supportoff against the "Young ive of the "Sympathy for Lim
Guards" of the Kit Siang/ Guan Eng" road-show. The
question has more to do with
Guan Eng status quo.
consistency. Certainly, when
Wee's
case surfaced in 1994
The latter have the most to
gain in this "renewal of and which involved the imblood" with the elimination of portant q~
-u~ · --~:•
e
the Old Turks in the party pendenc
party
fail
1
aleadership. But far from being
the spearhead of much lar road-~
needed democratic reform of
< nn
the DAP, they seem to be even
Continued on page 33
more compliant towards the
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